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The breakdown voltage characteristics for ,9Fe and ^9Fo mixtures with lf2,

CO, C02 and dry ai¡ as buffer gases were investigated experimentally in a.

coaxial cylinder gap in the pressure range from 100 to 600 kPa u'ith dc and

impulse voltages. The influence of adding small amounts ol c - CaFe gas to

the mixtures \4'as also studied. In the experiment, emphasis was placed on

the breakdou'n voltage time characteristics of the gas or gaseous mixtu¡es

unde¡ steep-fronted impulse voltages cliopped on the rvave-front with time to

breakdou'rt dou'n to 100 ns. In breakdorvn voltage-pressure characteristics, an

apparent discontinuit_v was observed at a pressure of about 300 kPa for both

SF6lN2 and SF6f N2f c - CaFs mixtures under negative lightning impulses.

Moreover, the breakdou'n values were found to be insensitive to replacement

of a small amount of .9Fo by (" - CaFs) gas. Measurement of the impulse

b¡eakdou'n voltage-time characteristics under steep-fronted voltages showed

that abnormal breakdou'n took place within the gap in pure .9F6 gas and

1%SF6ldry air mixture. The phenomenorì '¿'as attributed to the so called

"su'eeping action" on the electrons, or negative ions, in the gas or gaseous

mixture under rapidll' rising impulse voltages. Ðxperirnental data indicated

that the "srveepiug effect" rvas controlled b1'manl' other factors such as

polaritl', gas pressure and content of componenf gases in a gas mixture.

To reliabiy measure the steep-fronted impulse voltages rvith a commer-

cial tvpe ¡esistor divider. an analog compensating uetrvork rvas developed. It

iv
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was found that the response time of a comtnercial ¡esistor divider measuring

system compensated in this wa,y can be profoundly reduce"ì and hence used

for the steep-fronted impulse voltage measu¡ement.

Finally, a theo¡etical treatment of breakdorvn voltage-time characteris-

tics by applying the "streamer theory" is presented with some assumptions.

Experimental results are then compared with the theoretical values. The

agreement betrveen measured results and computed values is conside¡ed sat-

isfactor¡', although the paramete¡s used in the cornputation still need refi.ne-

ment.
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Chapter 1

lntroduction

1.1 Advantages and disadvantages of ,5-F6 as

an insulating gas

Owing to an increasing dernand for electrical power, the lirnited space in

densely populated areas, the rising cost ofland, etc., engineers haveto design

compact, efficient, economical, operationalìy safe, esthetically acceptable and

reiiable distribution systerns. These requirement have led to the development

of cornpact substations or cable systems insulated with compressed gas.

The selection of an insulating gas for electrical use depends on many fac-

tors such as high dielectric strength, low condensation temperature, chernical

inertness, nontoxicity, nonflarnmability and good heat transfer a,bility.

Several decades of research revealed that Sulphur Hexafluoride (.9F6) is

a very suitable gas with the required properties. SF6 is a compound of poly-

atomic molecules, combining sulphur and fluorine, whicli was fi¡st discovered

in 1900 by l\4oissan and Lebeau [1]. It is colourless, odorless, tasteless, un-

16



combustible, nonfi.ammab1e, quite inert and nontoxic. ,9Fo remains stable

wlren lreated to about 500"C [2] in a closed system in the absence of 02 or

H2O. Its electrical breakdo'u'n strength is substantiall5' higlier than that of

traditional gaseous dielectrics such as air, nitrogen or ca,rbon dioxide. and is

about 2.5 times tirat of air at 1 atm. [3]. 5F6 has better heat transfer abii-

ity than either air or nitrogen because its lower viscosity, combined with its

greater density, lead to more extensive gas circuiation tÌran otherwise could

be obtained with nitrogett or air under the same thermal conditions. More-

over, its strong tendeucy for the capture of free electrons to forrn relatively

immobile negative ions makes it an exceptional arc-quenching and insulat-

ing medium for circuit breakers. Hence, SFo has been widelJ' used as an

insulating medium in H. \¡. apparatus to reduce the size and to improve the

reliabilit¡' of a system.

Despite its many important advantages, SFo possesses some disadvan-

tages. Its decomposition under electrical discirarges forms lower fluorides of

sulplrur such as SOF2, SOzF, SF4, SOF4 etc., which are todc and corrosive

to many insulating and conducting materials. It liquifies at higher pressures

and its cost is comparatively high. I\4oreover, the dielectric strength of .9F6

is very sensitive to field nonuniformity. Hence, in practice, the electrical

breakdown strength of cornpressed ,9Fo is often governed by local field en-

hancernent due to protrusions, surface roughness and presence of conducting

particles in a systern. A number of publications [4,5,6,2,8] has shown that
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the dielectric strength of compressed ^9F6 can be greatly reduced due to the

presence of contamination by particles.

L.2 The search for replacernent gases

The disadvantages of pure ^9Fo as a, dielectric and the need for more effi.-

cient, economical electrical power transrnission and distribution, have given

irnpetus to the investigation of nelv insulating gases. Since no single gas can

meet all of the multipie needs and operation conditions that exist in po\.ver

apparatus, mixtures have been studied with the objective of tailorilg tlie

dielectric for a specific application.

It was coucluded that the most effective way of preventing electrons from

initiating a breakdown is to renlo\¡e them by electron attachrnent to the gas

molecules thus forming stable negative ions. ^9F6 has good dielectric strength

because it is an electronegative gas. Hou,ever, .9F6 molecules can onl¡, s¿,t¡rt.

electrons with lou' energies since the electron attachrnent cross section, a,

measure of the electron attaching abiiitv of a. gas (rn'hich is a function of

electron energy), becomes small for electron energies above 0.4 e\i. He¡ce,

high energ5'eiectrons associated u'ith the enhanced field at a rough surface

or at a particle will escape the capture and initia,te a breakdown.

Although the eiectron attachment cross sections for some other elec-

tronegative gases are substantiall¡' higher than that for ^gFo for electron en-

ergies above 0.4 eV, tiris becornes insignificant when the electron energies
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are abo\¡e 1.2 eV. Therefore, for a good dielectric, not onll' must its eiectron

attachrnent cross section be as large as possible over as wide energy range

as possible, but the abilitS' to reduce electron energies is also of paramount

significance. Based on the above mentioned concept, a great number of gas

rnixtures have been studied in the past two decades.

L.z.L Binary gaseous mixtures

Binary gaseous mixtures comprise either an electronega,tive gas and a non-

electronegative gas (buffer) or two different electronegative gases. For a,

electronegative/buffer gaseous mixture the electronega.tive gas provides the

ability of capturing free electrons in the mixture while the buffer gas scat-

ters electrons into an energ)¡ range in v'hich the electrolegative gas attaches

tlrenr more efficiently. For example, H2, ffr, CO, and COz can slow down

electrons efficiently via their strong, low-lying negative ion states 19]. Theie-

fore, the mixtures show substantial positive synergistic effects. (Synergisrn is

defined here as the difference ir the measured breakdown voltages of the mix-

ture and the partial-pressure-weighted breakdown voltage of the cornponent

gases ). However, for an electronegative/electronegative gaseous rnixture the

synergism may be positive, negative or practically zero depending on the

constituent gases used [9,10].

As early as 1955, Cobine [11] studied some electrical and thermal char-

acteristics of a ^9Fo-He mixture to explore if potentially hazardors H2 could

be replaced, as a, cooling nedium in electrical rnachines, by a mixture of
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clremically inert He and .9F0. Later Moruzzi and Craggs carried out uniform

fieid breakdown measurenent in SF6-Hz and .9Fo-Ar mixtures [12]. Thel'

found that the lirniting breakdown value for both SF6-H2 and SFo-Ar mix-

tures with I0% S F6 addìtive increases by a factor of three a,bove those of the

pure gas vaiues. Tliey also measured ionization and attachment coefficielts

for SF6-H2 rnixtures containing up to 20% SF6. Their results showed that

tlre addition of .9Fo to H2 callses a large change in tire electron energj¡ distri-

bntion function of. H2 and thus affects the values of ionization and electrol

a,ttachment coeffi cients.

Impulse breakdown lr.easurenents for both positive and negative stan-

da,rd voltages using 12.5 mm square rod-plane gaps in hydrogen-,9-F6 mixtures

were conducted by Farish and co-workers 113,14] in 1g76 and 1928 respec-

tively. The striking feature of their results is that under positive polarity,

the effect of addition of SFo depends on both tlie gas pressure and the gap

length. For pressures in the range from 60 to 200 kPa the 50% breakdown

voltages for all gap lengths increa,sed by 100% for a ^9Fo concentration of

0.2%. At a pressure of 300 kPa, the 50% breakdown voltages increased witli

increasing ^9Fo content only for gap lengths less than 10 cm but were ulaf-

fected for a, gap length of 15 cm and decreased with the addition of ^9f| for

Iarger gap lengths. For negati'e rod-plane gaps in .gF6/hydrogen rnixtures

the improvement in impulse strength related to hydrogen was much smaller

than for positive polarity. For longer gaps and higher pressures, the 50%
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breakdorvn voltages 'rvere lower in tire mixture than in pure hydrogen. How-

ever, the 50% breakdown voltages for negative polarit5' were still equal or

higher than that for positi'i,e polarity for a given pressure in the range from

50 to 300 kPa. In 1978, Cookson and Wootton [t5] observed that corona

and breakdown in SF6-Hz mixtures ha,r'ing SFu>50% carl cause an explosive

reaction.

The studies of static breakdorvn voltage of S F6- N20 mixtures containing

1% to 50% of ,9Fo by volume for values of pd, u,here p is gas pressure and

d is gap length, within the range 40 < pd < 400 kPa .crn showed tirat

in those nixtures deviations from Pa.schen's lar¡, are rnuch reduced as the

concentration of SFo in the mixtures is increased to I0% 116,77]. In a mixture

of N2O with 6% ,9Fs or more this deviation is hardly detectable. The relative

dielectric strength of a N2O rnixture containing 50% SF6 is about 90% that

for pure ^9Fr [17].

other binary mixtures have been investigated 118,19,20,21]. However,

tlie most detailed studied binary mixtures were ^9fi mixtures rvith other

col¡.nìolr gases, ie. N2, air, CO, and C02. Among these, SF6-N2 mixtures

received special a,ttention because 1f2 is one of the most stable, inert and

abundantl)' available gas. Moreover, although ¡/, does not capture electrons

itself, it is a good buffer gas because it possesses a negative ion resonance a,t

about 2.3 eV rvhich is very effective ii-r siowing down electrons in tliis energy

range 122). A 50%S F6-50%1/z mixtu re at L5% higher total pressure than pure
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.9Fo exhibits the same dielectric strengtir as pure ,5F6 at about 35% lower

cost [23]. This mixture also has many other advantager (e.g. with respect to

condensation temperature, nonuniform field behaviors and particle effects)

which make it the strongest candidate yet to replace pure ,9F6 in practical

equipment.

L.2.2 Ternary and multicomponent gaseous mixtures

Ternary and rnuiticornponent gaseous mixtures were also investigated r,vith

the same goal to rneet a niultiplicit]' of needs and operating conditions in

high voltage insula,tion.

To rnake the electron attachment process more effective, it is important

to choose electronegative gas componerÌts having a high attachment cross

section over as wide an electron energy range as possibie. Knowledge of the

electron-attaching, electron-slou'ing-dorvn and the electron-irnpact-ionization

properties of gases allows one to choose and tailor gaseous dielectrics. While

the electron attachrnent cross section for ^9Fo is large at very lou, energies and

thus only electrons with energies in the very low-energy range can be removed

efficientl¡' by electron attachment, those for perfluorocarbons (PPCs) are

substantially higher than that for ,9Fo in tire energy range from 0.4 to I.2

eV.

Basic physics dictates that eiectron attachrnent can be effected only at

lower energies ( 2 eV. Therefore, if breakdown is to be controlled by electro¡

attachment, either the electrons must be captured before the electric field
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accelerates thern above the energy range from 0.0 lo 2.0 eV. or gases must

be added to effectivelJ, slow dorvn electrons which reach higher energies thus

returning them to the energy range rn'here they are likely to be captured 126].

^9fä-PFC-buffer gaseous mixtures are therefore chosen for these studies.

The studies of mixtures of ^9Fo and'arious PFCs such as 2-C4FB, c-CaF6

and2-CaF6 with l/2 and other buffer gases in a cylindrical gap with grooves

on the center conductor to simulate surface roughness showed that these PFC

gases a'dd some control to electrons at energies irigher than those subject to

S-F6 control, thus forrning a, "team" of two gases which control electrols bet-

ter to reduce ionization at localities of very high stress. For example, ternary

mixtures of 30%S Fe-30%PFC-40%buffer give dielectric strengths from 3-I5%

higher than ^9Fo at 410 kPa [2a].

1.3 Objective of present investigation

From the above it can be seen tirat .9Fo-1/z binary mixtures and ^gFo--^/z-

(c-CaF6) ternary mixtures are prornising gaseous mixtures for industrial ap-

plicatious. It was, therefore, the objective of this investigation to explore

further the breakdo\¡/n properties of these gaseous mixtures.

Ð,
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1, Previous investigations

2.L.t Binary gaseous mixtures

Breakdown voltage characteristics under dc applied voltages

The breakdown and prebreakdown characteristics of ^tFu-Nz, SF6-air, and

SF6-C02 mixtures in nonuniforn-r fields under dc applied voltages have been

the subjects ofseveral studies 125 -41]. In 1956, Cohen studied the break-

down characteristics of S F6l Nz and SF6/air mixtures using a 1 mm unifo¡m

field gap under direct applied voltages [25]. He investigated the breakdorvn

voltage pressure characteristics with a fixed content of SFo in the mixtures.

Therefore, little information was given on the effect of the SFo content on

the mixtures.

Pace and co-workers later conducted dc breakdown voltage measure-

ments on S F6f N2 mixtures in a very uniform electric field [26]. The electrodes
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used comprised 2 parailel discs 14 cm in diameter polished to approxirnately

0.I p'm' surface roughness. They found that the addition of a srnall amou¡t

(a few percent by volume) of .9F6 to 1úz results in an appreciable increase

in the breakdown strengtli of N, However, a further increase of the .9Fa

content in the mixture does not result in such a rapid increase in the break-

down strengtlt and the beneficial influence of adding SF6 on the breakdor¡,n

properties of N2 seems to saturate. It appears that this may be due to the

very high electron attachment cross section of ^9Fo at Lor¡, electro¡ energies.

Thus, a rnodest amount of added ,9Fo could attach almost all of the lorv

energy electrons causing an a,ppreciable inc¡ease in the breakdorvn strength

and the further addition of ^9Fo has relativel5, little effect on the dielectric

strength of the mixture [26].

Malik and co-workers proposed a rnethod based on the streamer criteriol

to calculate the discharge inception volta,ges for SF6-Nz, ,SF6-air, and ^9Fo-

CO2 mixtures i27,301. To estimate the effectiveionization coefficients used in

the calculation, they carried out measurernents using poiished stainless steel

uniform fieid electrodes and dc applied voltages at total pressures up to b00

kPafor 5 and 10 mm gaps [30]. They showed that whereas the measured and

the calculated values agree reasonably u'elifor pressures up to about 300 kPa,

the difference between these values becomes significant at higher pressures.

TIre difference is especially significant for mixtures containing 50% or more

S Fu.
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The behavior of .9Fo and its mixtures in a, highly nonuniform field under

positive polarity, typically a, rod-plane gap, is characterized by the existence

of a pressure range over which the breakdou'n takes place considerably in

excess of the coron.a, threshold, while at higher pressures the breakdown and

corolla onset levels coilicide. The positive corolla onset voltage increased

continuously rvith the pressure and ,9F6 content. The breakdown voltage

increased with pressure to a certain value P^o,.Ai this pressure, the break-

down voltage reaches a, rnaxirnum (relative). For pressure higher than P-o"

the breakdown voltage decreased to a rninimum level conesponding to the

pressure of P^;n and then started to increase a,gain. For pressures higher

than P., knorvn as the critical pressure) the breakdown voltage coincides

with the positive corona onset curves. In the lower pïessure range the high

brea,kdor¡'n voltages are due to the stabilization of the fie1d near tlie highiy

stressed electrode by the space charges of the sane polarity genera,ted as a

result of corona discharges, Thus, the voltage-pressure characteristics exhibit

a peak in this range.

Similar to ,9Fo gas [30,31], there is a discontinuity in the voltage-pressure

clraracteristics for .9fi mixtures with air, /y'2 and C Oz [30,36] in the transition

region in which the breakdorvn transition from corona stabilized breakdow¡

to nonstablized breakdown takes place. However the pressure at which the

discontinuity was observed was higher in the mixtures than in pure .9F6 a,nd

appeared to depend on the mixture ratio [30].
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In I'isual appearance, the positive corona discharge at low pressures was

in the forrn of a stable glou' (a diffuse glow-type discirarge) around the irighly

stressed electrode, while at higher pressure (corresponding to the rising part

of the V-P curve) it cornprised many short streamer filaments. At still higher

pressure, corresponding to the pressure region in which the V-P cur\¡e has a

negative slope, the glow/streamer stabilization corona continues to exist and

apPears to be confined to the vicinity of the highly stressed electrode. It is

accornpauied by the appearance of long filamental discharges rvhich develops

out of the strearner corona. As tlie pressure is further increased o¡h, ls¿¿.t

type corona exists.

In nonuniform field gaps, where the highl)' stressed electrode is the catli-

ode, the breakdown voltage-pressure curves shou, a simiiar feature as in the

case of positive polarity. However, the values of the criticai pressure are

higlier for the negative rod than for positive rod. Hence, for a rod-plane gap

of 1.59 mm rod cathode in SFo mixtures witir air, Nz, or C02,the breakdown

are corona stabilized over the entire pïessure range from 50 to 500 kPa [36].

Generally the breakdor¡'n voltages increase iinearly and have similar values as

in the case of positive polarity for lou' pressures. However at higher pressures

tire negative breakdown voltages tend to saturate but are stili significantly

higher than the positive ones. Therefore, at such pïessures positive values

are more critical from a practical point of view.

Sin-rilar to the case of positive polarity, the corona inception voltages
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for negative rod-plane gaps increase with SFo content and gaseous pressure.

However, the inception voltages for negative polarity are significantiy lower

than the corresponding values for positive polarity.

Malik and co-workers studied spark channels of a 20 rnm negative rod-

plane gap in SF6-N2 mixtures [30]. They found that the spark channels

rvere affected by the total gas pressure and attributed the effect to negative

ion space charges. Tirey argued that the negative ion space charge inhibits

tlie propaga,tion of strearners along the shortest interelectrode path a,vailable.

This effect increases with pressure because of increasing space charge den-

sity and reduced diffusion at higher pressures. The result is that at higher

pressures) the breakdou'n streamers are rnore curved.

Breakdown voltage characteristics under ac applied voltages

As early as 1956, Howard studied pou/er frequency breakdown voltage charac-

teristics of SFo-1/z mixtures using sphere-sphere and point-sphere gaps [34].

The spheres used v'ere 50 mm diameter and the point electrode was a hemi-

sphere capped tungsten cylinder of 1.98 mm diarneter. As in the cases of

uniforrn field 126], the breakdown strength of the mixture increases substan-

tially even with a very smali addition of ^9Ps to 1ú2. For sphere-sphere gaps of

2 rntn and 5 mrn the S F6- Nz mixture with 10% ^9F6 reaclied about 80% of the

electric strength of pure ,SFe. The substantial positively synergistic effects of

the SFo-Nz mixture with a small amount of .9Fa additive under ac applied
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voltages were further confirmed by Ermel's measurement with uniform field

electrodes in the mixture [40]. However, the ac breakdown characteristics for

the point-sphere gap in the mixture as a function of mixture ¡atio exhibits a

peak for a given pressure and gap length [34]. Hence, orìe could optimize by

monitoring the three parameters if such a gap is encountered in practice.

In an effort 1o assess their potential use in compressed gas insulated

transmission lines, Cookson and Pederson [42] investigated the breakown

voltage characteristics of mixtures of SFe \¡¡ith -¡ú2, air, and CO2 under 60

Hz ac voltage using two concentric cylindrical aìuminum electrode systems.

Little difference was found among the mixtures in ac breakdown voltage as

a function of .9Fo content in the mixtures.

Breakdown voltage characteristics under impulse applied voltages

Impulse breakdou'n voltage characteristics have been studied for SF6-Nz

142 - 611,.9F'-air [42,48,53,54,58] and S F6-C 02 142,54,'oïl mixtu¡es. The im-

pulse breakdown voltages in the ,SFo mixtures depend markedly on the field

configuration, the polarity, the front duration of the applied voltage and the

gas pressure used. For u'avef¡onts of the orde¡ of 100 ¡rs, there is time for

cotona shielding to develop and the breakdown curve is similar in shape to

the dc characteristics. For sho¡t rise time, the influence of the corona space

charges is much reduced. In this case the b¡eakdown voltage is strongly de-

pendent on the statistics of discharge initiation [43,44]. In a wire cylilder
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geornetry, for example, where statistical time lag is insignificant, the irnpulse

breakdown voltage is much lower than the dc value and the breakdown char-

acteristic is alrnost flat in the neighborhood of the corona stabilized peak

[37]. in point-plane geometry, ho\4,ever, the 50% breakdown probability ca¡

be rela,tively high l Sl but the minimum impulse breakdown voltage is again

found to be independent of the pressure in that pressure region. Hence, for

impuise voitage rvith a sirort rise time, the corona onset voltage increased

continuously witli the pressure, while the breakdo\4'rÌ \'oltage, starting from

lou'pressure, increased almost linearly to a certairì pressure P1, at wliich the

transition of the brea,kdou'n mode from streamer breakdown to leader break-

down begins. In the pressure rallge frorn P1 to P. the impulse breakdow¡

voltage is subjected to statistical variation depending on tlie fie1d 1onu1i-

formity and pulse wavefront but the minimum impulse breakdown voltages

remain nearlv constani 133]. For pressures higher than P. the breakdown

voltage coincides with the corona, onset characteristics.

In 1978, Cooksou and Pederson [42] investigated the negative irnpulse

breakdown voltage as a function of ,5-F6 content for a coaxi¿l cylinder gap in

,9Fo mixtures with N2, air or C02 using both negative lightning (r.2la0 ps)

and negative switchiry Q5013000 ¡rs) impulses. Their results showed that

in all these mixtures the negative irnpulse breakdown voitage increases with

increasing,S-Fo content.

In 1965 Skipper and McNeail [45] measured the impulse strength (1.0/b0
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ps) of SF6-N2 mixtures a,t 1400 kPa using uniform field electrodes of parallel

brass planes with a, Bruce profile. They found thai the breakdor¡,n voltage

increases rapidly witir increasing ^9F6 content up to 20T0, similar to that

observed with dc and ac applied voltages. However, further increase in the

percentage of ^9Fo in the mixtures increased the irnpulse breakdorvn voltage

nearly linearly but with a smaller increment.

In highly nonuniform field gaps, Kuffel and Yializis [a9] observed that

for a positive 1.59 mm rod-piane gap of 50mm length the breakdornn values

under irnpulse volta.ges (1.5/50 ¡.rs) for pure 1y'2 exceeded the corresponding

values of the mixture cornposed of 90% 1/2 and 70% S F6 at pressures above

200 kPa. As the ,9F6 content was reduced below 5% the breakdown strength

of the mixture started increasing reaching a strength well in excess of that

of pure ,9F6. The highest strength was observed in a mixture of gg.8% Nz

and 0.2%.9F6. Furtliet decrease of SFo content iowered the peak breakdow¡

values. No breakdown value for .9Fa-.¡/z mixtures was lor¡,er than that of pure

//z at a pressure of 100 kPa.

Contrary to the results of Kuffel and Yializis, Watanabe and Takuma

148] observed that a small addition of SFo to 1y'2, or air, results in a decrease

in the breakdown voltages under a 3.07146 ¡,rs impulse. They also observed

tirat tlie breakdor¡'n voltages of. N2 and air were even higher than those for

pure 5F6. These observations suggested tha,t electrode configuration plays

very important role in the breakdown characteristics of a gas mixture, si¡ce
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the experimental conditions in their studies were 10 mm diameter rod and

ga,ps were 300 and 500 mm at a pressure of 100 kPa, quite differe¡t from

those employed by Kuffel and Yializis.

The impulse breakdown characteristics for rod-plane gaps in .gfä-l/z

with less than 1% of SFa mixtures were investigated in further detail by

Yializis and Kuffel using 1.8/50 and 310/3500 ¡rs impulse voltages [50]. Ttrey

reported that under positive polarity, the addition of a srnall trace of ^9Fo to

1y'2 enhance the effect of the sta,bilization pïocess resulting in a substantial

increase in the breakdou'n voltage of 1/2 at lower pressures. The stabiiiza-

tion effect decreases as the pressure becomes irigher, leading to a, drop in the

breakdou'n voltages producing a breakdorvn voltage peak. The peak is as-

sociated with movements of the initiation point of the discharges awa,y from

the spherical tip of the rod electrode. The rnovement of the spark away frorn

the anode tip exhibited a definite dependence on both the total pressure of

the mixture as well as the partial pressure of ^9F0. This behavior is more

pronounced when the field configuration is highly nonuniform and/or the

gas pressure is high.

The negative irnpulse breakdown voltage-pressure characteristics of rod-

plane gaps insulated u'ith SF6-Nz, ^9F6-air, and SF6-CO2 mixtures with lorn,

,9F6 content did not exhibit a peak. n{oreover, while Kuffe1 and Yializis re-

ported that the breakdown voltages increased continuously witli increasing

5Fþ content [a9] at pressures up to 500 kPa, Safar and co-workers [bg] re-
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ported a pressure range in which a small addition of ^gtrt to the gases can

decrease the breakdorvn voltages of the gases under a 2.0150 ¡rs negative

impulse. In general, the negative impulse breakdown levels in the pressure

range from 100 to 500 kPa were substantially higher than positive ones and

therefo¡e are less significant from a practical point of view.

It was found_ that breakdown levels for ^gFe-liz and ^gF6-air mixtures

we¡e similar. None of these mixtures exhibited a breakdown voltage higher

than the corresponding value for pure ^gFo in a 50 mm rod-plane gap with

1.59 mm rod diameter. Horvever, S F6-C02 mixtures gave breakdown voltages

similar to or even slightly higher than fure SFa at high press:uoe. SF6-C02

mixtures with 10 Lo 20%.9-F6 showed the highest negative impulse breakdown

voltages [SS]. The studies showed that the visual appearance of corona was

strongly affected by the total gas pressure [Bz,b3,5g]. For a negative 1.55 mm

diameter rod-plane gap u'ith 50 mn gap length in Slt mixtures with /f2, air

and C02, Safar observed leader-type corona in almost all of these mixtures

at gas pressures of 100 kPa and above [58]. Moreover, when the gas pressure

and ^9Fa content of the mixture were high, leader discharge extended into

the gap in a stepped manner.

2.1-2 Ternary and multicomponent gaseous mixtures

Information on dielectric strength of some multicomponent gaseous iusula-

tions can be found i'many articles 126,62- 69]. Based on the knowledge of

the electron attachment and the inelastic electron scattering cross sectiou,

.)t
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James and co-workers 126,621 studied a number of muiticomponent rnixtures

containing CnFu. They found C4F6 to be an excellent additive. For example,

a rnixture of.20%CqFø120%S F6160%N2 had a dc breakdown strength approx-

imatel¡' 7% higher than that of pure ,9F6, while a JT%CqFalzT%S F6150%N2

mixture had 33% higher dielectric strength than pure ^gFe for a plane-plane

uniforrn field gap.

A systematic study of ternary gas mixtures, of ivhich SF6 -N2 - per-

fluorocarbon mixtures received special attention, was conducted by a. group

of scientists in oak Ridge National Laboratory [26,62,63,65,66,6g]. pai and

co-rvorkers [68] rneasured the impulse breakdown voltage (12150 ps) for a

point-plane gap (9.5 mm diameter rod with a 30" cone terminated by a 2

mnr diarneter hemisphere) in SF6-(2-C4FB)-1/2 mixtures. Tirev observed a

large effect on tire breakdown voltages of ^9Fa mixtures with 60%//z for both

positive and negative polarities when a smail amount of (2 - CnF") was ini-

tially substituted for .9F0. Unde¡ positive polarity, tiie striking feature o{

their da,ta was the irnmediate loss of corona stabilization for a 5% substi-

tution of S F6 by 2-Caft and the absence of any further significalt change

tlrereafter even for cornplete repla,cement of ^gFu by (z C4FB) While un-

der negative polarity a 5% repiacement or SF6 by (2 - CnF") increased the

50% impulse breakdown voltage profoundly. They attributed this effect to

increased positive and negative ion production which ied to enhanced space

clrarge effects, since the ionization onset of (2-CaFs) (12.g eV) [69] is substan-
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tially lower than the ionization onset of either ¡/, (15.6 "!) or .9F6 (16 eV)

[69]. Sirnilar voitage-pressure characteristics were found for the point-plane

gaps in SFo-(c- C4FB)-N2 mixtures for lightning impulse waveforms [63]. For

positive dc point-plane geometry a 10%(c - C4FB)-20%SF6-70%1y'2 rnixture

lrad practically the same voltage-pressure characteristics as r%(c - CnF")-

29%SF6-70%N2 mixture and the replacement of 5% of ^SFo by (. - CoFr)

in tlre ,9Fe rnixture rvith T0%N2 enhanced the breakdown voltages in the

corona stabilization region. They reasoned that this effect rvas again caused

by space-charge shielding of the point electrode which tended to decrease the

degree of field nonuniformit5' iri tl-rat region. The substitution of as little as

I%(c - CnF") for ^9Fo enhanced corona stabilization in the mixture appar-

ently by increasing the production of space charges. Furthermore, the corona

stabilization region was broadened and the critical pressure was increased for

ail (c - CnF") containing S F6-N2 mixtures.

A nurnber of SFo gas mixtures ha,ve been identified as good candidates

for industrial testing and adoption 123] of which s F6-l'tr2 binary mixtures and

S F6-N2-(c - CnFt) ternary rnixtures are of particular interest

2.L.3 Breakdown voltage-tirne characteristics for gaseous
mixtures

Da,ta for breakdown voltage-time characteristics for ^9Fo mixtures are very

limited. Rizk and Eteiba [70] rneasured irnpulse breakdown voltage-time

curves for ^9Fo-1úz in coaxial cylinder gaps. Their data showed a pronounced
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rise in 1,he breakdou'n voltage for times to breakdown belou' 1 /¿s. Since

the unit step response of the voltage rneasuring system they used was 30 ns,

corrections were necessary for breakdown occurring at the impulse front.

Okabe and Kuffel [7t] studied tlie volt-time characteristics of rod-sphere

gaps in gas mixtures comprising 59% S F6-7%(c-C4FB)-40% Co and gg% dry

aft - 7%S Fa under lightning and switching impulse applied voltage conditions.

They observed a, significant reduction in breakdou'n voltages for the fast rising

impulses under certaiu experimental conditions.

2.2 Fresent investigation

Review of previous work shows that while sF6-N2 and 5Fo-1/z-(c - ca4s)

mixtures were identified as potential dielectric gas mixtures for industrial

applications and were subjected to extensive testing from rnany aspects, in-

vestigations on the volt-tirne characteristics of the rnixtures were very lim-

ited especially with steep-fronted irnpulse applied voltages. It was therefore

suggested 166] that studies of gaseous dielectrics with steep-fronted voltage

pulses rvould be desirable.

The main objective of this investigation is to gain additional information

on tlie mixtures. Since 1y'2, air, COz ltave similar dielectric characteristics in

many aspects, it is unwise to limit this study to only SF6-N2 and SFo-l/z-

(c - CaF¿) mixtures. Hence rnixtures with air and COz as buffer gases were

also included in the studies under otheru'ise the same experimental conditions
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for purposes of comparison.

The details of tiris investigation are given in the following chapters.

Chapter III describes the equiprnent and experimental techniques employed

in the study and experimental procedures. Cirapter IV presents the ex-

perimental results. The impulse voltage breakdown characteristics and the

volt-time curves are treated in this chapter. The theoretical consideration is

presented in Chapter \/ with a comparison betr¡'een experimental results and

tireoretical values. The follou'ing chapter, Chapter VI, deals with ihe inter-

pretation and includes a, discussion of the signiflcance of the results. I¡ the

final section, conclusions are drar¡'n and some suggestions for further work

are made.
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Chapter 3

Test equïprrent and
experirnental techniques

3.1 Test Equiprnent

The studies were carried out usir-Lg coaxial cylinder electrodes housed in a

pressure chamber. The cross section of the arrangement is shown in Fig-

ure 3.1.

3.1.1 Pressure chamber

The test chamber consisted of a fiberglass reinforced cylinder 82.5 cm high

and 35 cm diameter, r,r'hich had a permissible maximum pressure iimit of

700 kPa. Both ends of the chamber were covered rn'ith brass plates. The

bottom end was fitted with inlet and outlet tubes and valves for gas filling

and releasing. The pressures or partial pressures were measured using two

meclranical pressure gauges both having an accuracy of 0.25%.
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Figure 3.1: C¡oss section of the test chamber; 1. Brass endplates; 2. Fiber-
glass cylinder; 3. observation windows; 4. Poiyvinyl chloride support; 5.
Oute¡ electrode (brass) 6. Inner electrode (brass rod); Z. Adjustable sup-
ports for setting cente¡ position; 8. St¡ess controlling sphere.
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3.1.2 Electrode configurations

Frorn a practical point of view. most cornpressed gas insulated high voit-

age equipment are contructed in the form of concentric spheres or coaxial

cylinders. Therefore, the cylindrical configuration was chosen for the present

experinrent. The coaxial cylinder gaps were 7.2715.2, I.86l5.Z cm diameter

respectively and 30 cn in length. The electrodes lvere equiped rn'ith appropri-

ate terminations to eliminate end effects ald were mounted vertically inside

the pressure cha,mber. The electrodes were polished with 600 grit sand paper

and then cleaned rvith methanol to remove arìy grease. The surface rough-

ness of the inner electrodes of the coaxial cylinder gaps \l'as estirnated to be

0.2 p.rn.

3.2 Experimental techniques

3.2.L Switching and lightning impulse sources and
measurement

Both the switching suïge and lightning impulse voltages were generated by

an 800 ¡"7r, 70 kJ impulse generator with appropriate waveshapping resis-

tors. For srvitching surge voltages, 7517200, 27512b00 ps waveshapes were

used. The breakdown voltages and times to breakdown were measured using

a capacitor divider in connection with a storage oscilloscope (type 466 Tek-

tronix). The breakdown voltages measured were the actual rralues and not

the anticipated peak values.
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Figure 3.2: Steep-fronted impulse generating circuit. IG-impulse genera.tor;
CH-gas filled chamber; D-voltage divider , Rt, Rz,.R3- resistors; C-capacitor.

3.2.2 Circuit to generate steep-fronted impulses

Tire circuit used to generate the steep-fronted impulse is shown in Figure

3.2. The impulse generator described in 3.2.1 was used as a power supply

for the circuit. As shown in tire figure, in order to lessen the efect of the

impulse generator on the steep-fronted impulse waveshape a large value re-

sistor was chosen for Rr. The desired impulse wavesha,pe was obtained by

clroosing adequate resistances for R2 and -R3 in the circuit. \,Vitlì this circuit

arrangement a steep-fronted impulse of A.2150 p.s ca;r- obtained.
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3.2.3 Steep-fronted impulse voltage measurement

With the front time range to be used in this investigation, it was immedi-

ately realized that measurement would be a problem since the impulse voltage

dividers available in the laboratory rvele not suitable fo¡ the steep-fronted

impulse measurelnent beca,use of their slow unit step responses. Tìrerefore,

the search for an adequate rneasuring system constituted part of this ilves-

tigation.

steep-fronted impulse measured by compensated resistor divider

After analyzing the circuit representation of a resistor divider, it was co¡-

cluded that an analog compensation technique could be used to improve the

unit step respottse of the resistor divider. It was, therefore, decided to de-

sign and build an electronic circuit to cornpensate the resistor divider in our

laboratory. The unit step response of the measuring system was reduced

from about 78 ns to 13 ns after compensation. Hence, with this system,

the measuring error can be greatly reduced. The detailed description of the

cornpensation will be given ir-r the next chapter.

steep-fronted impulse measured by compact resistor divider

Another way to obtain a resistor divider with a fast step response is to use

a compact structure for the divider [72]. To check tire performance of the

compensated resistor divider and for cornparison purposes, a compact oi1
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imrnersed resistor dii'ider with about a 500 kll voltage rating was built and

tested. The unit step response of the cornpact resistor divider was g ns.

It was used as an alternative method for the steep-fronted impulse voltage

nteasuremettt.

3.2.4 Gas filling and pressure measurement

Before filling the charnber with a gas or gaseous rnixture it was evacuated

to a, pressure of about 6.7 Pa and then flushed rvith the gas or the cheapest

component gas of the mixture to be tested. Subsequently a predetermined

anrount of (c- CnF") in the case of a ternary mixture, or ,SFo i1 tþe case of a

binarS' mixture was introduced into tire chamber. Finally, the chamber was

filled with the other component gas/ga,ses to the desired pressure. The total

pressure as well as the partial pressures 'were measured by two rnechanical

pressure Sauges. The gas/rnixture was left for at least 16 hours before testilg.

Tlie purity of the gases used lvas as follows: ^gFa o{ C.p. grade (gg.g%),

dry air (HrO< 100ppm, COr< 330ppm), prepurified 1/, (gg.99b%), CO of

c.P. grade (99.5%), c02 of. commercial grade (99.5%) a'd (c- cnF") (ggj%).

3.2.5 Test procedure

Fo¡ the 50% impulse breakdown voltage tests, trte "up and d.own" method

was used.

For the volt-time characteristics rneasurements two slightly diferent

metirods were used. Tire first method u,as to determine the 50% break-
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down voltage, then use this voltage as the first voltage level for the volt-time

characteristics neasurernents. The applied voltage level was then increased

stepv'ise until tire desired measurenents were obtained. For each voltage

level, at least 10 voltage a,pplica,tions \Ã¡ere made. The breakdown voitages

and tirnes to breakdown recorded. The breakdown tirnes were ïecorded from

the virtual origin, determined according to tire IEEE standard lZg], to the

instant that the applied voltage collapsed.

The second metirod was restricted to the steep-fronted impulse voltage-

tirne characteristics measurements. In this case, irnpulse waves of different

front durations were used. For each of the impulse voltage waveshapes, the

50% breakdorvn voltage was obtained again using tlte "up and d,own" metllod.

Tlre applied voltage was then raised t0 - 20% above tire 50% breakdor¡,n

level. In doing so, the breakdowir of the cJ'linder gap always occured at or

before the peak o{ the applied voltage. Thus, the volt-time curve ald the

cornparison of the results arrrorÌg the different u'aveshapes weïe rneaningful.

The breakdown voltages and times to breakdown r¡/ere recorded in the same

rlanner as mentioned previously. In all cases, the time interval between

successive impulses was at least 1 minute to aliorn' complete recovery of the

8ap.

ê
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Chapter 4

E*perirnental results

4.1. The developrnent and application of ana-
log cornpensation in impulse resistor volt-

As described in section 3.2.3, the most difrcult part of a volt-time character-

istics study under steep-fronted impulse voltages is its accurate measurement.

Therefore, the search for an adequa,te measuring divider was an important

part of this investigation and it is considered to be part of this thesis presen-

tation.

To generate very steeply rising irnpulse voltages, it is essential to provide

very small capacitive loading for the impulse circuit. The shielded ¡esistor

divider in which the sirielding takes the form of grading rings at the high and

low voltage ends of the resistor is an ideal divider in this aspect. It is simple

in construction, light in weight and it presents only a very light loading to

the impulse generator.
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The divider is not, on the other hand, cornpletely suitable for steep

fronted impuise tneasurements since its response time is generally quite lo¡g

and the capacitance of the connecting leads produces an oscillating response

similar to a pure capacitor divider. Althougtr the latter can be considerably

improved by the addition of a series resistor to damp out oscillations in the

divider circuit, it further slorn's the response of the rneasuring system.

There are man)¡ ways to improve the response of a divider. One possible

way is to use a compensating network. Harada and co-workers suggested a

cornpensation type divider with the element incorporated in the high voltage

terminal of an impulse resistor divider [73]. Jiang Guoxiong and co-worke¡s

introduced a R-C compensating network in the lor¡' voltage side of the resistor

divider [74]. However, tire R-C cornpensation was basically an overshoot

type compensation, and it did not reduce significantly the time taken for the

respollse to settle at its steady state value. Therefore) a measuring system

u'ith a divider compensated by this rnethod is not adequate for very steeply

rising impulse voltage measurerrrents, especially when the impulse voltage is

chopped on the front after very short time, since the error caused by the

measuring systern is unpredictable.

Another possible way to reduce the measuring error caused by the re-

sponse time is to use numerical correction techniques to reconstruct the mea-

sured input impulse voltage 175,761. The nurnerical correction method how-

ever) over estimates the correction needed by 5 to 7Yo even when the tirne to
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clrop is only slightly less than 1 p.s 176]. I\4oreover, the efect of skip-codi¡g of

the A/D conversion for digitized recording on the accurate measuremelt is

also pronounced when it is used for sampling steep fronted impulse voltages.

With the increasing steepness of tlie recorded voltage more and more digital

levels or points are skipped [77]. This means that a larger error is bould to

occur when the method is used to reconstruct a chopped voltage rvith short

time duration. Furthermore, the advent of stora,ge oscilloscopes makes real

time single impuÌse measurement possible. This is very convenie¡t i¡ terms

of monitoring test processes. The numerical correction method mentio¡ed,

hotvevet, does not provide tiris convenience. \4/hile the nurnerical correction

techniques are still in the developing stage there is no informatior. available

on reconstruction of input irnpulse distorted by a measuring system with a

resistor divider by analog compensation techniques. Theoretically the analog

cornpensating network is sirnply an analog cornputer with an oscilloscope as

its output device. If it could be used in high voltage environmelt u'ith ade-

quate protection, it would be very convenient for this measurement. It was

therefore considered that the analog compensation would be the best way to

achieve the desired requirement.

4.L-1 Theory consideration of the compensaiion

It is well known that a shielded resistor divider can be represented approx-

imately by the lurnped equivalent circuit shown in Figure 4.1. [7g]. In this

circuit, tr is the inductance of the lead from the test object to the divider, Ã¿
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is the damping resistance and Cr is the shunt capacitance across the divider

due to the grading rings. -R is the high voltage resistor and C2 represelts the

distribuied capacita'ce across the high voltage resistor.

The Laplace transform circuit for the equivalent circuit of the divider is

sketched in Figure 4.2. For this circuit,for Rf 2 >> Ro one obtains

Figure 4.1: Equivalent circuit of a resistor divider.

u;(s): #,,t + ff),"{,) + (aoc,. þ* * L^* ff)r,"tù
. efu?þ + LCr. +)s,o".4!+9ts3z,(s)l

Generally, -R is u'ithin several tens of trçÌ,, L is in the order of several pã
depending on the dimension of the high voltage lead used, C1 is i¡ the order

of several tens of pF and C2 is only several pF for a shielded resistor divider.

Therefore, the contribution of the fourth term in the reconstruction of the
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input z;(s) is insignificant. Besides, the above equivalent circuit is oniy an

approximation of a real resistor divider. Therefore, the ornission of this term

is considered not to cause significant error as far as the reconstruction is

concerned. Thus:

tl sc1

Figure 4.2: Transform circuit of the equivalent circuit.

z;(.s) : *ut + ft),"{") + (Roc,. fu* u *.* ff)r,"{,)

*e!+Iu + LC1 + 
Lf) s',"{,))

,"(s)

: 
#rt+ ffltr + AS-t BS2)u"(s)

uhere ¡: (R¿c, * þ* * *.* fflnt
B : (ry+rt * LCt. +)tG +

10

+*¡
IL

R¿,

7)

(4.2)



DIVIDER

Figure 4.3: Principle of the compensation

If a cornpensation network with a transfer function

r1(s) : þ++ : K(r + AS + BS,)\ / a"(s)

COMPENSATION
NET\VORI{

H(')

slrorvn in Figure 4.3 is connected to the output of the divider, where u""(s)

being the output of the compensation network, then from equation (4.2) a¡d

(4.3), we obtain

2.,¿(s) : #U *#ltt + AS + B52) #,t + AS + BS2)-1u",(s)

RR,: t 4l1+ f )u-(s) (4.4)

Therefore, the output of tlie compensation network is directly proportional

to the input of the measuring system compensated.

t,o.(s )

4.L.2 The analog circuit

The complete analog

cascaded proportional

(4 3)

circuit is sketched in

differentiators. The
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4kn

^ LH0032c ultra rast FET with a 500u1¡t.s sleu, rate, T0 A,[Hz bandwidth

and 1012 f) input impedance. Tire values of the circuit parameters 11, 12 ã.re

relativelv unimportant since the5' 611t affect the scale factor of the circuit.

However, the values of tlie circuit parameters R, C should be adjustable to

rnatch the parameters of the measuring system to be compensated.

The whole circuit is placed inside a small metallic box and is supplied

by rechargeable batteries. To obtain a suitable voltage input for the circuit,

an attenua,tor with input irnpedance of 75 0 to rnatch the surge impedalce

of the signal cable u'as used. Since analog circuits are very vulnerable to

interference, the rnetallic box to rvhicir the analog circuit is grounded is solidly

connected to the cases of both the attenuator and the oscilloscope used for

the measurement to reduce interference due to the discharges of the irnpuise

generator.

Figure 4.4: A sketcir of tlie cornpensation circuit
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4.L.3 The compensated measuring system and its step
response

Figure 4.5 shorvs a block diagram of the compensated system. The damping

resistor used was 300 CI. The resistor divider, manufactured by Haefely

Companv, is rated at 600 kll. The height of the fIIu' resistance column is

about 7.7 m rvith resistance of 46.2 kn. The maximum outside diameter ¿nd

tlre diarneter of the cross section of the toroids are about 0.96 and 0.I m

respectively. The response time of this system with 300 Q damping resistor,

7.6 rn horizontal and 2 rn vertical leads, before compensation, is about 75 ns

and the time taken for the tesponse to settle down to its steady state value is

about 300 zs. Figure a.6 (a) shows an osciilograrn of the step ïesponse of the

measuring system before compensation and Figure 4.6 (b) shows that after

compensation. The step response time of the compensated system, according

to the IEEE standard [79], is estirnated to be 13 zs with the time taker-L to

settle to its steady state value about 24 ns.

4.L.4 Comparison of impulse voltage measurements

To check the performance of the compensa,ted rneasuring system under im-

pulse voltages, a series of cornparison tests r,r'as carried out. The compariso¡

was made against an oil immersed compact resistor divider with a unit step

response time of about 8 ns. The two measuring systems \4¡ere connected

in parallel so that impulse voltages could be mea,sured by eitirer of the trvo
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Figure 4.6: Step response of the resistor divider: (a) before compensation b0
ns/div; (b) after compensation, 20 ns/div.
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systems. The planes of the two rneasuring systerns rÃ¡ere at right angles

to nrinimize coupling. Figures 4.7, 4.8 and 4.g show the full impulse wave

oscillograms rneasured by the two svstems for different front impulse volt-

ages and Table 1 gives the results of tiie comparative measurements. As

can be seen frorn these figures, the impulse voltage waves obtained by the

tr.vo measuring systems rvith the same discharging circuit arrangement are

alnr.ost identical except that the a.mplitude of the superimposed oscillation

on the oscillogram obtained by the compensated rneasuring system is higþer

than that on tire corresponding one obtained by the compact resistor divider

rneasuring system. Tiris wa,s perhaps due to the larger physical size of the

toroid divider which might pick up noise from the surroundings. Nevert[e-

less, it is evident ihat the compensated measuring system works properly

and hence can be used for the steep-front irnpulse voltage measurements.
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Figure 4.7: Full lightning impulse. 500 ns/div. ' (a) resisto¡ divider before
compensation; (b) resisto¡ divider after compensation; (c) compact resistor
divider
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Figure 4.8: 0.45150 p.s impulse voltages,
before compensation; (b) resisto¡ divider
resisto¡ divider

200 ns/div. : (a) resistor divide¡
after compensation; (c) compact
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Figure 4.9: 0.22150 ¡zs impuise voltages,
before compensation; (b) resistor divide¡
resistor divider

50 ns/dii'. : (a) resistor divider
after compensation; (c) compact
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Table 1: Measured values of the

(same input for

Divider

1

Front Tirne (¡rs)

peak voltages and front times of full impulses

each group of measurernents)

Peak Voltage (k\i )

2

Front Time (ps)

Compact

Peak Voltage (kV)

t
r)

1.1

Front Time (¡zs)

Compensated

80.6

Peak Voltage (k\r)

0.47

The characteristics of the compensated measuring system were further

explored by measuring impulse voltages chopped on the front. The measur-

ing system with the cornpact resistor divider was agail used for the pur-

pose of comparison. The circuit arrangement of the two measurilg systems

59

1.13

90.6

Uncornpensated

80.6

0.22

0.45

86.8

1.13

90.8

80.4

0.25

0.7

86.3

90.3

0.39

85.6



"vas 
tlìe sane as mentioned earlier. Tire chopping gap used for the com-

parison was a sphere-sphere gap of r0 cm diameter and 2 cn-L gap spacing.

Since there was rìo second storage oscilloscope available, the comparative

neasurements were ma,de on alternative impulses with the same voltage ap-

plications rather than sirnultaneous measurelnents on each irnpulse voltage.

Hence, the comparison was made by compariug the a\¡era,ge values of two

groups of rneasurernents obtained by the two measuring systems. 30 volt-

age applications r¡'ere made for each measuring system for a particular cir-

cuit arrangernent. Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show typical chopping wave shapes

recorded and Table 2 gives both the average values and standard deviations

of the data obtained in the test. It, was concluded from the comparison

measurelnents that the compensated measuring system can also function

properly under chopping conditions with times to chop well below 1 ¡rs.
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Figure 4.10: chopped impulses, 200 ns/div. : (a) resistor divider before
compensation; (b) ¡esistor divider after compensation; (c) compact ¡esistor
divider
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(u)

Figure 4.11: chopped impulses, 100 ns/div. : (a) resistor di'ider befo¡e
compensation; (b) resistor divider after compensation; (c) compact ¡esistor
divider
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Table 2: Comparision of crest values of chopped voltages

Divider

Time io chop(ps)

1

lrest Voltage (kV)

Compact

1/(kri)

0.62- 0.83

Time to chop(¡zs)

uu

54.95-62.93

Cornpensated

2

Crest Voltage (k\i

59.50

0.65-0.84

Vçt"tr1

3.41

56.53-63.38

Uncompensated

0.16-0.20

Time to chop(¡zs)

U,,

60.44-67.90

59.54

0.68-0.94

t
t)

Crest Voltage (kV

3.15

54.3-62.L4

64.66

0.16-0.20

r/ (kr/)

3.16

59.95-68.52

59.04

0.07-0.09

I qr
¿./2¿

ou

66.24-79.49

66.10

0. i5-0.20

3.89

46.7-52.4

73.77

0.0 7- 0.09

5.65

67.66-81.36

49.58

3.74

74.32

0.07-0.09

4.88

40.43-46.50
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4.2 frnpulse voLtage breakdown characteris-
tics of .9F6 naixtures in the coaxial cylin-
der gap

The selection of the gaseous dielectrics used in this experiment is based on

the knowlege of the electron attaching, electron slowing down and electron

irnpact ionization properties obtained by many investigations. As show¡ i¡
Figure 4.I2, in a gas, at a given number density (,n/), the free electrons obtain

an equilibrium energy dist¡ibution /(e, E lN) u'hich is a function of the gas

and E f N ,'u'here E and E are electron energy and field intensity respectively.

Wlren tlre value of EIN is low (e.g.,I.24 x 10-16 Y cm2 for l/2), f(e,ElN)
lies at low energies, and the number of electrons capable of ionizing the gas

is negligible. As the voltage is increased, horvever, f (e, E lN) shifts to higher

energies, e, and for sufficientl¡'high EIN the number of electrons capable of

ionizing the gas is such that the gas makes the transition from an insulator

to a conductor. In figure 4.12 f (e, E lN) is shou'n for y'/2 at tire limiting value

of ElN, (ElN)u^ (- 1.3 x 10-15 Ycrnz) (i.e., the value of EIN at which

breakdown occurs). Even at this high E f N vahe only a small fraction of

electrons Possesses sufficient energy to induce ionization. This is designated

in figure 4.72 by the shaded area a which is a measure of the ionization

coefficient, af N, expressed as

a
¡r

9¡æ(a)'l'--' ITn J 1,,
f (e, E lN)elt2o;(e)de
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where 1" is the ionization threshold energy, rn is the electron mass, z; is

the electron drift velocity, and a;(e) is the electron-impact-ionization cross

section.

The rnost effective u'ay to prevent electrons from initiating breakdown

is to rernove them by attachment to the rnolecules forrning stable negative

ions as mentioned ea,rlier. As can be seen from figure 4.r2 ø"(e) is large

for .9Fo at very low energies, and thus only electrons with energies at the

extreme low-energ5¡ range can be rer¡.oved efficiently by electron attachrnent.

The shaded area in figure 4.12 designated by 4 is a measure of the effective

electron attachment coefficienL, T I No, expressed as

r¡'here //" is the attaching gas number density (// : Ät fo¡ a unitary

electronegative gas). Knowledge of alN and qf N" allows one to predict

(E lN)u^, which for a uniform field is defined as the value of E lN at whicþ

a: T.

Considering eqn.(4.5) and (4.6) it is easy to understand that the gas

dielectric can be optimized by maximizing the quantity A and by minimizing

the quantity 1. For this, not only must øo(e) be as large as possible and

ø;(e ) as small as possible but also the reduction of the electron energies is

of paramount significance because a lower-lying ,f(e, E lN) minimizes I and

maxirnizes A [66].

A number of PFCs have excellent dielectric strength as compaïed to SFo
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due particularly to their exceedingly large electron attachrnent cross section

below about 1.5 eV. The most desirable of the PFCs are, of course, those

which capture efficiently not only thermal energy electrons but also higher

energ]¡ electrons to cornplement the electron a,ttachment properties of .9F0.

As mentioned earlier, many PFC's attach electrons over a wider part of the

free electron energy distribution as shown in figure 4.13 [26], thus increasing

their proportion in a mixture provides additional atta,chrnent. However, such

PFC gases may be expensi'e or toxic, or ha,ve a Low va,por pressure, or rnay

form copious quant,ities of eiemental carbon wheir sparked by themselves.

Hence, only smal1 amounts of selected PFCs can be used in a mixture to

alleviate or substantially suppress these problems.

The reduction of electro' energies could be achieved by adding gas

molecules which can slow down electrons that have obtained enough eneïgy

to escape the effective attachment energy range. In this regard CO, N2 and

f[z have been identified to have the ability to slov' down electrons througir

inelastic scattering via negative ion resonances 162]. As indicated in figure

4.14, althougli the cross section for vibrational excitationof .M2 is not as good

as Co,l/z is a good candida.te for this purpose. It is cheap, abundant and

irrert. Its negative ion ¡esonance at about 2.3 ev is very effective in slowing

down electrons around this energy. Hence ^9Fu + 1/2 and ,9Fu + PFC + ¡/,

mixtures have obta.ined special attention in the past 10 yeaïs.

It ha's long been known that a S F6l Nz mixture has a saturation eflect
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although the causes for this are still not fully understood. As shown in figure

4.15, the breakdown strength of the mixture as a function of percenta,ge

of .9Fo content increases very rapidly with ,gFo content up to about 20%

and then becomes gradually saturated. This can also be viewed in terms of

synergistic effect as indicated in figure 4.16, where the vertical coordinate

represents the ratio of tire breakdown voltage to the calcuiated weighted

breakdor.^,'n 'i'oltage for a given rnixture. As can be seen from the figure, the

positive s¡rnergistic effect is strougest a,t a ^9Fi content of around 10%. On the

other hand, the relative insulating strength decreases more and more rapidly

as tlre content of SF6 decreases. From these data, it seenrs reasonable to use

a SF6 content of 40% fo 60% to gain the desired benefits of lower total cost,

and lower conderisation temperature, better particle contamination control

etc. . A 50%SF6l50%Nz mixture at 75% higher total pressure has the same

dielectric strength as pure .9Fo at about 35% lower cost wìth a 20"C lower

condensation temperature 123]. On the other hand, Pace and co-workers [82]

found tirat the effect of particles depends not only on the total pressure but

also on the partial pressure. Particle effects appear to be the least at a total

pressure of about 6 atm. and 60%^9Fe 140%Nz gas composition. Their results

were obtained under negative dc apllied voltages frorn a concentric cylinder

geornetry (radii 0.75 and 2.0 cm) with rough surface grooves of 0.0b1 cm

depth on the inner cylinder and free copper particles of 0.381 mm diameter

and 3.175 mm length. In addition, this mixture exhibits the highest negative

^t
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dc breakdown voltages at all pressures used.

For ^slt * 1üz * c - caF6 ternar5' rnixtures i' non-uniform gaps suclr

as a point/plane gap under positive dc applied voltages, a smail amount of

c - CqFa in tire mixture enhances the corona stabilized breakdown voltages

[63]. The cororìa stabilization region is broadened and the criticalpressure is

increased. Moreovet, the experimental data. show that increasing t\.te c-CaFs

content ftorn I% to 70% while maintainin g 30% electronegative gases in the

mixture iras littie effective on its positive breakdown characteristic.

Optimization of the dieiectric strength of ternarv mixtures can be ob-

tained by systematicall5, changing the partial pressure of the cornponent gases

at fixed total pressure. From the dielectric strength point of view, an "op-

timum" mixture can be defined as that with the highest I/"|V, where I/,

and I/. are the measured breakdown voltage for the mixture and tlie calcu-

lated va,lue for the same mixture according to the partial-pressure weigirted

breakdown voltages of the individual conìponerlts respecti.i,ely. For this to

occur' the basic properties of the components of the mixture rnust comple-

ment each other. However, from a practical point of view, the "optirnum"

mixture does not necessarily imply the highest increase in Iz" by the addition

of snrall amounts of PFC to SF6f N2, since a system insulated by the gaseous

mixture must be also optimized in terms of other properties such as surface

roughness and particle contamination control, dew point etc.

christophorou and co-workers 168] identified a 
'umber 

of ^gF6 + 1v, +

NDIt)



c - CaF6 mixtures to be good mixtures for practical applications. Under

negative dc applied voltages, 60%N2 + g5%SF6 + 5%(c- CnF") and  }ToNz

+ 30%S F6 + 30%(c - CnFr) have relative dielectric strengths of 0.93 and

1.08 respectively (compared to pure ,9F6) in a cylindrical gap or 0.7512.0

cm inner and outer diameters with a spiraling groove 0.05I cm deep on the

inner eiectrode. Similar to the positive breakdou'n characteristics for a non-

uniform field gap, their data showed that the replacement of 5%(c - Cn4r)

by 70%(c - CnFù while rnaintainingS0To of electronegative gases had little

effect on the breakdown strength. A T0%N2 + 25%S F6 * S%(c - C¿Fa) ha,d

a relative dielectric strength of 0.88 while the corresponding value lor 7\ToNz

+ 20%SF6 + I\%(c - CnF^) is 0.89. On the other hand, the addition of

(c - CaFs) to the nixture affects the dew-point profou'dly. For example,

60%N2 + 40%SF6lowers the condensation point by rg"C [83], while 60%Nz

+ 35%SF6 + 5%(c - CnF") raises the condensation point by 6"C compared

with pure ,9Fe at a pressure of 405 kPa.

Througirout the discussion, it is assurned that for a ,gFo + ¡/, + (" -
CnFs) ternary mixture the content of electronegative gases should be chosen

to be 40% to 60% with as small a content of (c - CnFr) gas as possible to

obtain the desired properties as a gaseous dielectric for industrial application.

Tlrerefore, 60% of buffer gas IMas chosen in the present experimental studies

and tlre results were compared to mixtures of S Fawith air, C02, and CO as

a, buffer gas under otlierwise the same experirnental conditions. In addition,
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tlre effect of adding (c- CaF6) gas on the impulse breakdown voltages for tire

same electrode arrangement was exanr.ined. These results were published in

IEEE Transaction on Electrical Insulation [80].

4.2.1-S,F6 mixtures with l/z as a buffer gas

Figure 4.17 shows tlie impulse breakdown voltage-pressure characteristics

under positi'i'e polarity voltages for ^9Fo mixtures wittr GO%Nz as buffer gas

and Figure 4.18 shows the corresponding values for tlie 1.2715.2 cm coaxial

cylinder gap under negative irnpulses.

LTnder positive polarity voltages the breakdown voltage-pressure curves

increase nearly linearly with increasing pressure up to about 400 kPa. Above

400 kPa, saturation of the voltage-pressure curve is noted. While increasing

tlre (c - CnFa) content in the mixture has little effect on the breakdown

voltage for pressures up to 400 kPa, a slight reduction of the breakdown

voltages wa,s noted at pressures above 450 kPa.

Under negative polarity applied voltages, the V-P curves are not srnooth,

although the breakdown voltage increases continuously with increasing pres-

sure. A discontinuity appears in the curves at a, pressure of 300 kPa corre-

sponding to the field intensity on the inner electrode of about 250 kVf crn.

The discontinuity is also noted under positive polarity but at a higher pres-

sure of about 450 kPa. The influence of the replacernent of a small amount

of SFo by "- CaFs on the breakdown voltages is similar to that obtained in

a highly non-uniform field under impulse applied voltages as reported by Pai
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and Clrristophorou [81]. In mixtures containing 60%N2 with 5%-20%-40%

(c- CaFs) and the remainder ,9fl6, they found that ihe negative 50% break-

down values for a standard impulse increased sliglitly with the increase of

c - CaF¿ fraction, but that ihe positive 50% breakdown values were totally

unaffected.

4.2.2 ,Sf'6 mixtures \Ã¡ith

Tlre inrpulse breakdorvn voltage-pressure chara,cteristics for t"he 7.2715.2 ctn

coaxial cylinder gap obtained in mixtures conìprising 60% air with a differelt

percentage of electronegative gases aïe shorvn in Figures 4.19 and 4.20. As

can be seen frorn the figures, the breakdown voltage increases nearly linearly

with pressure for both positive and nega,tive polarities up to about 400 kPa.

As in the case of ¡/z rnixtures, the content of (c - CoF") h.as a very small

influence on breakdown voltages of the rnixtures. For negative polarity and

positive polarity at pressures below 300 kPa, the influence is barely noticable.

Howet'et, the effect appears to increase as the pressure exceeds 400 kPa ulder

positive polarity (Fig.a.19). In these mixtures the discontinuity of the V-P

curve observed in Nz mixtures is hardly noticable.

4.2.3 ,Sl7o mixtures with COz as a buffer gas

alr as a buffer gas

Tlre corresponding breakclown voltage-pressure characteristics for COz mix-

tures rvitir 60%CO2 + 39%SF6 + I%(c - CnF"), 60%CO2 + B|%SFa +

5%(c - C nF"), attd 40%C Oz -l 5g% S Fa -l IYo(c - C sFr) are shou,n in Figures
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4.27 and 4.22 respectively for tlie r.2715.2 cm coaxial cylinder gap. In all

cases, the breakdorvn voltage incteases linearly with pressure over the entire

pressure range studied. The change of (c - CnFe) from l% to 5% by volume

in the m.ixture rvith the sarne percentage of electronegative gases did not

improve the breakdown strength significantly but the increase of the total

amount of electronegative gases from 40% to 60% increased the breakdoivn

voltages under both positive and negative irnpuise applied voltages.

4.2.4 ,S,fo mixtures u/ith CO as a buffer gas

Tlre .9F6/COIG - CnF") mixtures were investigated using the present elec-

trode confrguration since several reports [64,67,69] indicated that these rnix-

tures wete also a, prornising insulation candidate for practical appiication as

far as the dielectric strength \t'as concerned. The results are shown in Figures

4.23 and 4.24. The curves followed the same trend as those for other mix-

tures studied. However, in this case the saturation value is approached more

gradually. Again, increasing the total percentage of electronegative gases i1-

creases the breakdown strength, but replacing a portion of ^9Fo by ("- CnF")

has no significant effect on the breakdown strength of tire rnixture.

4.2.5 Comparison of the breakdown-pressure charac-
teristics for the mixtures

Figures 4.25 and 4.26 compare the breakdown voltage-pressure characteris-

tics for .9F6 mixtures with 60% buffer gas + I% (c - CnFr) rvith those for
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5F6 under positive and negative polarities respectivel)'. As is seen from the

figures, the breakdorvn volta,ges for the CO rnixture are highest for botþ po-

larities at pressures up to about 500 kPa. On the otlier hand the breakdown

voltages for air rnixture and ,iV2 mixture are nearl¡' equal under negative

polarity. The spread betrveen breakdor¡'n values for different mixtures dirnin-

ishes as the pressure increases, becorning insignificant at a pressure of 600

kPa.

The comparison of the breakdown voltage-p¡essure chara.cteristics for

.9F6 nrixtures u'ith 60% buffer gas + 5%(c - CnFr) with those for ,SF6 are

slrown in Figures 4.27 a:nd 4.28. No significantly different trend from that

found in SFo mixtures with 60% buffer gas + t% (c- CnF") is observed.

Although the bre¿kdown voltages for CO mixture are highest in the

present experimental condition, from a practical point of view, 1y'2 or air

mixtures ma,y still be preferred since their corresponding strength are only a

few percent lower than that of a rnixture containing CO as a buffer gas.

4.3 Volt-tirne characteristics

Although inpulse breakdorn'n voitage-time characteristics are of fundamental

importance to insulation coordination, the information on these characteris-

tics of ,S-Fa mixtures is ra,ther scanty, particularly for short time lags below

1 ¡rs. Moreover, it was found that in a gas insulated substaiion (G1.9) trav-

elling waves rvith a very fast rise time of only a few ns can be generated
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Figure 4.25: A comparison of the impuise breakdown voltage-pressure char-
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b¡'disconnector operation [84]. Hence, a,ttention has been drawn to the in-

vestigation of irnpulse breakdown voltage-time chara,cteristics of ,SFo and its

mixtures for steep-fronted impulse voltages in divergent as well as in quasi-

uniform field ga.ps. The main intent of this investigation was therefore to

obtain experimentai data on this aspect.

4.3.1 volt-time characteristics of a coaxial cylinder
gap in air and air mixture ï\¡ith LYo S F6

Many researchers have studied the dielectric strength behavior of air mixtures

u'ith a srnall amount of .9Fo as an additive. Kurimoto 153] found that the

addition of a small percentage (t%) of .9Fo to dry air produced a. considerable

increase in the breakdown value above that of pure ^9F6 over a wide pressure

ralrge. Qiu and Kuffel 187] reported an impulse strength for a 30 ¡rm point-

splrere gas in a7% SF6lair mixture higher than that of pure ^gFo and an ac

strength nearly the same as that for pure SFu. R"."ntlv, Okabe and Kuffel

f 
71] studied volt-time characteristics of a. rod-sphere gap in gg% dry air f

l%SF6 rnixture under standard impulse voltages. They found that there is

a pronounced decrease in the breakdown voltage for a steep rising impulse

notably under negative polarity voitages. Naturally, it is desirable to knorn,

the volt-time characteristics of this mixture in coaxial cylinder gaps since

this electrode arrangement is often found in practical apparatus. This work

led to a paper published in IEEE Transa,ction on Electrical Insulation [85].

Figures 4.29 and 4.30 show the positive and negative volt-time charac-
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teristicsrespectivelyfortirecoaxial-cylindergapi'dryairandin r%sF6lair
nrixture at a total pressure of 500 kpa. As ca' be seen from Figu rc 4.2g,

the 50% breakdown values for dry air under positive polarity and the give'
pressure are approximately equal for all impuise wave shapes used.. Hou,ever,

in I%SFe lair mixture the steep-fronted impulse caused a 50% value about

10% lower than the standard impulse and switching surge voltages. For sta'-
dard impulses and shorter fronted surges the breakdorvn values ilcrease with

increasing overvoltage, u,heteas the breakdou,rÌ values remail ¡early constant

with overvolted switching surge voltages. It is notervorthy that in botli types

of gases the characteristics for standard impulse and the steep-fronted surges

do not correspond. The characteristics obtained under the steep-fro'ted im-

pulses are significantly lorver than tirose obtained under standard irnpulses

in the time interval from 0.B to 0.6 ¡rs.

Under negative polarity, tl-te 5070 values for the standard switching surge

voltages are considerablely lower tiran tirose obtained for other wave shapes

studied.

It is interesting to note that under standard impulses, the breakdown

values for dry air decrease with increasing overvoltage for steeplS, rising volt_

ages' The effect is observed under both polarities. This is also ¡oted in a

7%SF6lair mixture under negative poiarity.

In general, the negative breakdown values are less scattered than the cor-

responding positive ones. The lorvest 50% breakdown values for dry air as well
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as for tlte \%SFe/air mixture are obtained under negative standard switch-

ing surge voltages. In this case, the 50% breakdown value ror a. L%SF6f air

mixture is only 10% higher than that for dry air. This indicates that the ad-

dition of lToS Fø to dr5' air causes little improvement in the dielectric strelgth

under the present experirnental conditions.

The volt-time curves recorded for a pressure of 800 kpa under both

positive and negative polarity surges are presented in Figures 4.37 attd. 4.82

respectively. Althougli the curves follow a similar trend as those for 500

kPa, no reduction in breakdown voltages is observed under steep-fronted

surges. The lowest 50% breakdown values for dry air occurs under a negative

standard switching surge voltage (Fig.a.32). The breakdown strength of a

7%SF6lair mixture remained approximately 25% higher than that for dry

air for all impulse wave shapes except the very steep-fronted impulse where

the difference is smaller. Tire latter impuise wave resulted in significantly

lower breakdowr values for both dry air and the air I S F6 rnixture.

The volt-time characteristics recorded at a pressure of 100 kPa under

positive and negative polarity impulse voltages for dry air and I%SF6lair

mixture are shorvn in Figures 4.33 and 4.34 respectiveiy. Again, the curves

follow the same trend as those for higher pressures. At this pressure, however,

tlre addition of IToS Fa had little effect on the insuiation strength of the dry

air. Also the effect of steeply rising impulses upon the breakdown strength

is less pronourÌced than the higher pressures.
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4.3.2 Volt-time characteristics of a coaxial cylinder
gap in .9F6 and 5f'6 mixtures with Äb or air as
buffer gases

As mentioned in section 4.2.5, no particular benefit can be obtained from

using C O or C Oz as a buffer gas in a coaxial-cylinder electrode configuration.

Therefore, tire steep-fronted impulse rneasurements were focussed on ^9F6 a¡d

its mixtures lvith 1/z or air as buffer gas. The results ha,ve been presented at

an international sysposium on gaseous dielectrcs [86].

volt-time characteristics for .9Fo under steep-fronted impulse ap-

plied voltages

The volt-time characteristics for pure ,9fi under positive and negative po-

larity steep-fronted inpulses are shown in Figures 4.35 and 4.36 respectively.

Under positive polarity, at pressures of 100 and 200 kPa, the breakdown volt-

age increases r¡'ith decreasing time to breakdown as expected. However, at

a pressure of 300 kPa anomalous behaviour was observed. The breakdown

volta,ges increase with increase in breakdown time to about 0.3 ¡.ts and then

decrea,se with further increase in b¡eakdown time.

Under negative polarity the breakdor¡'n voltage decreases continuousiy

with increase in breakdown time and the slope is generally steeper than that

under positive polarity. Hence, u'hile the negative breakdown voltages are

lower than the corresponding positive ones under longer-fronted impulses, for
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shorter times to breakdown the negative breakdown values becorne higher.

The scatter of the data is generall¡, smaller under negative polarity than

under a positive one.

!'olt-time characteristics for SFe mixtures with ,¡/z as a bufier gas

under steep-fronted impulse applied voltages

Figure 4.37 shows the breakdown voltage-iime characteristics for gas ¡rix-

tures containing 60% electronegative gases including ^gl¡6 and c - CaFs and

40% N2 under positive impulse voltages. TÌre corresponding characteristics

for negative vaiues are given in Figure 4.38.

As can be seen from Figure 4.37, the breakdown voltages under positive

polarity at the shorter breakdown tirne do not rise sharply and the milimum

breakdown values rernai' nearly co'sta't down to 0.3 p.s at 300 kpa. It is

also seen that the replacerne't ol I%,9¡t by c - CaFs gas did not affect the

breakdou'n characteristics notably in this time range, as was found for b0%

breakdown voltages for standard impulses described in sectiol 4.2.I. Horn,-

ever, the 1% (c-CnFr) additive seems to improve the breakdown strength for

tire shorter chopped impulse voltages. At a pressure of 200 kPa the results

were similar to those at 300 kPa, while for 10t) kpa the breakdown voltage

rises gradually at shorter times to breakclou,n. Under negative polarity, the

breakdown volt,ages rise at shorter times for the entire range studied and the

scatter was smaller than the corresponding positive impulse voltages.
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For mixtures containing40%SF6 + 60%Nz and 3g%^gFo + L%(c-CnFr)

+ 60%Nz, the measured results followed a similar trend (Figures 4.3g ald

4.40.) with the breakdou'n values being correspondingly lower due to the

smalle¡ percentage of eiectronegative gas present.

Volt-time characteristics for .9Fe mixtures with air as a buffer gas

under steep-fronted impulse applied voltages

The volt-time characteristics for air rnixtures under both positive and nega-

tive polarities are shown in Figures 4.4r and 4.42. Under negative impulse

applied voltages, the curves shorn' the same trend as ,n/2 mixtures as dis-

cussed in the previous section. However, under positive polarity the volt-time

characteristics increased steeply for the shorter time to breakdown u,ith the

sharpest increase noted for a pressure of S00 kPa. There was no anomalous

behaviour noted in this mixture as observed in the mixture with low ^gFo

content mentioned in section 4.3.1.
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Chapter 5

Contpanison of experírnental
and theonetical values of the
voltage-tíme characteristics

The theoretical analysis of the v-t curves consists of two parts: (i) prediction

of dc breakdow' voltages for a coaxiar cyrinder gap. (ii) calculatio' of v_

t characteristics for a coadar cyri'der gap under irnpurse applied vortages.

Both parts are based on the streamer breakdown mechanism and are treated
in sections 5.1 and 5.2 respectively.

In section 5'1, a formuia to calculate the corona onset or direct break-
down voltage for coaxial cylinder gaps in ^9F6 and its mixtures is derived

according to the strearner criterion. The calculated values using the formula
are then cornpared witir the experimental results obtained in this investiga-

tion and froni publislied articles. To reduce the apparent differe'ces betwee'
the calculated values and trre measured o'es at higher pressures, an equiva_

le't limiting va,lue is introcruced to modify the formura.
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I' section 5.2, the breakdown vortage for coaxiai cyli'der gaps i. .gF6

and its mixtures under impulse applied voltages are calculated based agai¡

on the streamer criterion. However, since the applied voltage appears across

the gap for only a l¡ery short time, statistical phenomena of the ilitiating
electrons nust be taken into account in this case. Based on the assumpt,ion

tliat tlie main source of the initiaiing electrons is the negative ion detachment,

formulae related to the phenomena are derived. The compariso¡ is then made

between the calculated alid experimental values.

5.1 Applyirg the strearner theory for car-
culating the coror.a onset or brea.kdown
voltages for coaxial cylinder gaps in 

^g.Foand its mixtures

The streamer breakdown rnechanism assurnes that when a single electron

avalanche becornes unstable, the instability can result in the formatio¡ of

fast moving cathode and anode directed streamers which forrn a highly con-

ducting channel across the gap leading to breakdown. This theory involves

ionization by electrons and high energy pirotons in the gas. The tralsitiol
from an electron avalanche into a streamer is believed to occur when the field

at the head of the avalanche is of the order of the externally applied field.

The criterion of this theory for the corona onset or direct breakdown to

occur is satisfied rvhen a critical number of ions (¡[) i" an electron avalanche
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is reached. Tiris may be expressed as [28,29]:

wlrere a: the Townsend first ionization coefficient (crn-l),T = the electron

attachrnent coefficient (cm-l), o : a - T: the effective ionization coefficient

("*-t), æ.: the critical avalanche length,

Both coefficients (a and 4) depend on the field strengttr E and/or the

pressure P. However it has been shown that for ^îFo and it mixtures witit

N2, C02 or air as a buffer gas, the effective ionization coefficient a can be

approxim.ated by [30]

lo"' @ - ùd* : Io"" 
ad.æ :r : h(l/.)

rvlrere M is the lirniting value of the pararneter of E(n)lp and is a constant

for a given mixture. & is a constant for a given mixture.

Bolh Att and È depend on the content of SFo in the rnixture and a,re

given in Table 3. Substituting eqn.(5.2) into eqn.(5.1) yields:

-î: rrp - (f,),,^): ke+ - a,r)

lo"ø1*¡ar-p.*..M:l
For a coaxial cylinder gap equation (5.3) becomes:

ll,' urror - p . (R" - n,). 
^r 

: I

(5 1)

u'here R. is the distance frorn the axis of tire cylindeï gap to the point in

the gap where a:0 and .R; is the radius of the inner electrode. That is
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E(R.)lp : At[. Neglecting the effects of space charges, the electric field

stress in a coaxial cylinder gap can be expressed as:

Hence, .R. is given b5'

Substituting eqns.(5.5) and (5.6) into eqn.(5.4), the breakdou'n criterion ex-

pression becomes:

UUl¿'l ^\ -D\')- mF- rN

UU" P.A,T .N

lrrr- u.. -P.Ar.( u -,' I{
1/ ft .n.¡¡¡'*-r' 'P.AI.N q'o):i (57)

The solution to eqn.(5.7) is:

where æ is defined b1':

æ.hæle-l -A-0 uith A: h '|'^R;.P tur.-k (59)

Tlre values of æ depending on ,4 are given in Table 4.

IJ:R;'P'M.N.e.æ

(5 5)

(5 6)

(5 8)
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Table 3: Variations of k (klt-t) and I,[ (kI/ .cm-7 .kpa-l) with ,SF6 content z.

Z

sF6 - N2

i.0

A,I

0.9

0.8775

0.8

0.8554

k

0.7

SF6-air

0.8314

27

lt4

0.6

25.9

0.8049

0.8775

0.5

24.8

0.7755

0.8504

k

0.4

23.7

0.7424

sF6- co2

0.8215

27

0.3

.'r.) À

0.7042

A,T

26.4

0.7904

0.2

0.8775

2L.2

0.6589

25.6

0.7564

0.1

0.8432

19.8

k

0.6021

24.8

0.7186

0.05

0.8040

27

18.2

0.5210

.\q iL¿. I

0.6756

26.0

0.7668

16.0

0.4392

22.5

0.6250

25.1

0.7242

12.6

2r.1

0.5620

24.2

0.6780

10.0

19.4

0.4742

23.2

0.6276

16.9

0.3749

22.2

0.5772

13.6

27.5

0.5055

17.7

20.4

0.4205
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0.3587
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A

Table 4: Variations of æ with A

0.001

n 0.398

0.002

0.407

0.003

A 0.010

0.415

0.004

t. 0.458

0.020

0.423

0.005

0.500

0.030

0.006

0.430

A

0.530

0.040

0.10

0.007

0.438

æ 0.6 70

0.555

0.050

0.20

0.443

0.008

Calcula,tion shows that the term of U l@n. P . A,I. 1/) in eqn.(5.2) is very

close to unity for electrode configurations used in practice [88]. Therefore

tlre term of In(U l(R; - P . IvI . N) can be expanded for an analytical solution

of eqn.(5.7):

fi^afn-n - P-M ( p# .¡, - n): l (5 10)
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0.814

0.060

0.580

0.30

0.448

0.009

0.930

0.600

0.40

0.453

0.070

1.035

0.620

0.080

0.50

1.1295

0.635

0.090

0.60

0.650

1.2I2

0.70

r.293

0.80

1.370

0.90

L.445
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Figures 5.1 to 5.4 sho'rv the cornparison between the calcula,ted values ald

the experimental ones for the present coaxial cylinder gap. Data found in

literature are included [27]. As can be seen frorn the figures the calculated

values a,gree reasonably with the corresponding measured ones at pressure up

to 200-300 kPa depending on the electrode geometry and gas used. At higher

pressures, however, particularll' for pure ^9F6, the caiculated values deviate

from the rueasured ones. The difference is even larger when the inner elec-

trode is negative. This indicates tirat either mechanisms other than streamer

mechanism take pla.ce in the gas or the properties of tire gas or gas mix-

tures have been changed due to increasing space charge density and reduced

diffusion at higher pressures since the deviation from the measured values

rvas also observed in a uniform field. The surface conditions of the inner

electrode rnay also pla¡' an irnportant role in the breakdown voltages under

negative polarity voltages. However, if we assume that the streamer mecha-

nism is still ihe prevalent mechanism at higher pïessures within the range of

practical applications, an equivalent limiting value of tlie parameter E(r)lp

can be used for the calculation to minimize the difference. This assumption

neans that for ^9-Fo and its mixtures the effective ionization coeffi.cient can

IJ:R¿.P.^[.1/.(1 +

-1)-P.II (u
'P.AI.w - R;)

-- Ik.R;.P.lu['

K
k

(5. 11 )

(5.12)
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be approxirnated by:

where the value of k is assurned to be a constant independent of pressure

and (E lp)eq.tim is the equivalent limiting value of E(r) lp depending on both

pressure and gap length. It is easy to understand that tf A,I in the aboye

equations is replaced by A["r, the equations are still valid. Tþerefore the

breakdown criterion of eqn.(5.7) can be reu,ritten as

d -.8(r\ .E
i : kL-ï - (v)"n u^)

: kP+ - hr"n)

U. U
- 

lrì 

-

N "' R;. P .A,[.q. N

The equivalent limitirg values can be determined by solving eqn.(5.14) if the

breakdou'n voltages for a given gap are kuown.

Tlre equivalent limiting vaiues or E(r)lp for a coaxial cylinder gap in

.9Fo and SF6lNz rnixtures 'were rneasured under negative polarity using a1

optimized electrode configuration rvhich for a coaxcial cylinder is & - e,

which is also the system used in practice. The results are shown in Figures

5.5 and 5'6 for pressures up to 300 kPa u'hich is tlie limit of the apparatus

available in the lab. The coaxial cylinder gap was 5.21r.86 cm outer and

inner diameters respectively. As can be seen from figure 5.5 the value for

pure Sfi decrease sharply when the gas pressure reaches about 2b0 kpa,

wlrile the value for 50%^9Fe 150%N, decreased nearly linearly in tire pressure

range measured (Fig.5.6).
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On the other hand, considering eqn.(5.12), one can assume that

IJ:R¿'P'A["q.N (5.15)

without causing significant error since in most cases the second term in

parentheses is only a few percent. Substituting eqn.(5.15) into eqn.(5.5),

obtains

Equation (5.16) implies that the breakdown voltages for a coaxial cylinder

gap in SFo and its mixtures aïe) to a large extent, determined by the field

intensity on the surface of the inner electrode which is a function of pressure.

It is interesting to observe that the rneasured breakdou'n field intensities

on the surface of the inner electrode of the cylinder gas nearly coincide with

the average breakdown field intensities for tire uniform fieid gaps [89] shown

in Figure 5.7. The average field intensity as a, function of pressure obtained

for uniforrn field gaps is, therefore, used for the estimation of breakdown

volta,ges of .9ft in coaxiai cylinder gaps for pressures higher than those used

for obtaining the equivalent lirniting factors. Figures 5.8 to 5.10 show the

calculated values together with the measured ones found in the literature [90,

99]. Considering the large scatter of the measured data, especially for larger

electrode configurations, and the conditioning-related low breakdown values

for the first few voltage applications, the calculated values are in reasonable

agreernent with the rneasured ones.
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5.2 fr[umerical evaluation of, the breakdo!\¡ïr
voltage-tirne characteristics

The calculation of the volt-time characteristics for impulse applied voltages

is based on the statistical behaviour of the gas or gas mixtures under impulse

voltages.

To develop an electron avalanche. an initiating electron must be pro-

vided. An initiating electron may colne from cosmic radiation; negative ion

detachment or other sources such as field ernission and photo ionization.

However, because of tlie electronegative nature of ^9F6 and its mixtures, not

all electrons in the gap can develop a critical avalanche leading to a break-

down of the gap. This can be easily understood if the processes of ionization

and attachment r¡'ithin an electron avalanche are considered. Assuming that

the electric field intensity in the gas is Eo, for this field intensity e : T,

wlrere d.) T are the ionization and electron attachment coefiâcients respec-

tively, the probabiiities of ionization and attachment of an initiating electron

are equal. Therefore, there is a 50% probability that the avalanche stops at

tlre beginning and a 50% probability that another electron is generated by

collision. Sirnilarly, there is 50% probability of releasing a secondary electron

by collision. The result is that the probability of the two electrons being at-

tached to form negative ions is 25T0. Hence, the probability that the electron

avalanclre stops after it travels a distance of two neall free paths is 62.5%.

On average, for uniform field where the breakdown field strength is very close
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to tlre limiting va,lue at which d: T, about 3 initiating electrons are needed

to initiate an avalanche leading to a breakdown.

For nonuniform field gaps, according to the streamer criterion, the prob-

abiiity of an electron leading to a breakdown of a given gap can be expressed

by: [91]

where s is the distance that the initia,ting electron has travellecl in the di-

rection of the electric field and z¡ is the number of electrons needed in the

avalanche head leading to a breakdown of the gas or gas rnixture in the gap.

The equation can be approximated by:

Since .9F6 gas and its mixtures are electronegative, most electrons will be

attached to form negative ions. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the

initiating electrons come from negative ion detacirment. Hence, the number

of electrons in tire gas will be a function of negative ion population and tire

rate of electron detachment.

Assuming that the negative ion density in the gas in the tirne instant ú

is n(ú) and the rate of electron detachrnentis B, then the electrons detached

frorn negative ions in a given small volume dr.' in the gap in the time interval

frorn ú to (ú* dt) are(r(¿). du - B . dt). Atthe same time, assuming that the
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increment of negative ions in the given volume due to electron attachment

processes is equal to the negative ions generated by the electrons detached

from the negative ions in that volurne, travelling a very small distance dæ in

the direction of electric ûeld, then the increment of negative ion in the given

volume is given, according to Townsend mechanism, by:

An- : noT 
¡"@-n)d, - r, - 

n(t)' du' B' dt'n''
a - Tt 

'tr-n - 1l : le\a-n)at

An_ : n(t)'du.B .dt.rt'dæ

The total increment of negative ions in that volume is then determined by

An7 :n(t).du. B.dt.n.dæ-n(t).du. B.dt (5.21)

Expressing eqn.(5.2i) in terms of ion density, we obtain:

dn(t) -- n(t). B . dt.rt. dæ - n(t). B . dt (5.22)

It can be seen that the first term of the equation is a higher order infinites-

imal as compared with the second term and hence can be neglected. Then

eqn.(5.22) becomes

Integrating,

- 1l (5.1e)

( 5.20)

dn(t) : -n(t). B . dt or 49 : -B d.tnlt)

LeL t : t", n(t) :

voltage reaches the

n(t): Ce-Bt (5.24)

ly'o, u'here ú" is the time instant at which the applied

onset level and lt is the number of negative ions per
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unit volume in the gap.

n(t): Noe-B(t-t") 1S.ZS¡

It is clearly seen that the negative ions in the gap exponentiaily decrease

with time based on the above assurnptions.

For a cylindrical layer of thickness dr and volume du in a coaxial cylinder

gap the probability of generating an electron leading to breakdown in the tirne

interval from ú to (ú f dt) is giver.L by:

and the probabilitl'of generating an electron ieading to a breakdown

critic¿l volume at this time interval can be expressed as:

jj'
p. -- \ - lI tt - F(ro,¿)l : t - II(t - ps)B'n(t)'a",'a¡

i=l à=7

F(r;,t) - 1- (l - po)"'^(t)'du;'dt

whe¡e j is the number of cylindrical layer of ihe critical volume of the gap.

Then the probability of breakdown in the time interval becomes:

dp : (7 - P) .p. (5.28)

where P is the breakdown probability with statistical time lag ú - to I t"

and P is therefore determined by:

The evaluation of eqn.(5.29) involves the estirnation of parameters of /ú"

and B respectively. Hence, the calculation can be done only by initially
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arbitrarily assigning values to them due to the lack of information. The cal-

culation was done by first setting n(t) : l/" in equation (5.27) and choosing

parameter B'No using the experimental data witit low breakdown probabil-

ity, since the time instants for these breakdowns are very close to the onset

value úo. Then, the equatioll was re-evaluated by changing the parameter

B wlrile rnaintaining B-N" to fix the g5% breakdown probabilit¡'data as-

suming all breakdown data are enveloped by the g5% breakdown probability

curve. Figures 5.11 to 5.16 give tlte comparison between experimental results

and computed values. Table 5 gives the parameters used for the calculation.
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Table 5: Parameters used for calculation of Voltage-Time characteristics.

SFu

50%s F6 - 50%N2

GAP

(.-)
Pressure

(kPa)

rj%s F6 - 90%N2

2.5417.0

to%s F6 - 9o%N2

2.5417.0

300

B

0.5/6.e

300

0.6

¡/"

.9F6

0.5/6. e

B.N"

400

0.8

0.1

SFu

r0126

Ref erence

Fi,gure

250

0.06

0.5

0.1

t.2715.2

150

0.08

0.9

0.2

5.11

0.25

200

0.10

0.2

5.72

0.18

0.08

0.9

< 1Ð
rJ.-Lt)

0.02

0.4

5.74

747

0.36

5.15

5.16



As can be seen from Table 5, the parameters are functions of gas pres-

sure' composition of tlie mixture and electrode configuration and do not seem

to follow any rule. It should be rnentioned that both B and À{" could not be

decided precisely l¡ecause individuaily neither B nor lri" is very se¡sitive and

because neitirer llte 5% nor g5% curves could be deterrnined precisely due

to the iack of data. Tire negative ion population as a function of pressure

might be due to the higher molecular density a,t higher pressure. However,

the order-of-magnitude difference could not be understood at the present

iime although locally and temporarally varying natural radiation may be

a factor [91]. Moreover, the different surface eiectrode conditions and the

roughening effect on the electrode surface by accumulated sparks might also

be influencing factors.
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Chapter 6

Ðiscussion of, results

In this chapter experimental results will be interpreted and discussed.

6.1 The validity of analog cornpensation for
resistor divider without grading rings

The analog compensation is satisfactory for reconstructing the'i'oltage wal¡es

distorted by the shielded resistor divider and hence can be used for steep-

fronted impulse voitage measurements as described in section 4.1. It is not

known yet if this method can also be used for a resistor divider without grad-

ing rings. Tireoretically, the removal of the grading is equivalent to setting C1

to zero and increasing the value of C2 tn the equivaient circuit (Fig.a.1). This

indicates that the method rnight still be valid in this case. To check this, the

two toroid rings of the dividerwere removed, and the compensation network

was readjusted accordingly. Figures 6.1 (a) and (b) shows the oscillograms

of the unit step response of the uncompensa,ted and compensated measuring
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systens respectively using the resistor divider without grading ri¡gs. The

response tirne for the compensated divider is about 15.b ns.

It should be pointed out that the value of -Ro affects the analog compen-

sation profoundly. evelì altliough equation (4.1) did not gìve any hint that

the value would have any effect on the compensation. FiS. 6.2 shows the

oscillograms of the step response of the compensation with different values

ol Ro under otherwise similar conditions. As can be seen from the figure,

the decrease of the value of. Ro enhances tire compensation while an i¡crease

of the value suppresses the compensation. Therefore, the compensatiol net-

work should be adjusted to suit the conditions for a particular measurement.

6.2 The effect
breakdown
tures \r¡ith

Christophorou and co-workers [63] reported that for highly divergent fields

suclr as a point-plane gap, the addition of a small amount of c - CaFs to a

SFu + 1y'2 mixture caused a large increase in the negative breakdown strength

and a small reduction in the positive one. This can be easily explained from

the knorvledge of electron ionization and electron attachment cross sectiols

of tlre constituent gases in the mixture since c - CsF" not only has a larger

electron attachment cross section than ^9Fe in a higher electron energy range)

of c - C+Fe on the irnpulse
characteristics of S Fa rnix-

/V; and air as buffer gases
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(")

Figure 6.1: Step response of tire resistor divider rvithout shielding toroids:
(a) before compe'sation, 50nsf diu.: (b) after compensation 20nsldiu..

(b)
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Figure 6.2: Effect of low voltage arm resistance .Ro of the divider on step
resporìse of the compensated measuri.g system,z}nsf iliu.: (a) R":26.g5 CI,
(b) .R":76.1 0, (c) Â":454.5 fl.
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but also has a lower ionization onset than either pure ,SF6 or 1y'2. Hence, i¡
a point-plane gap under negative polarity, the addition of c - CnF" to ^9Fo *
l{2 mixture leads to an increase of positive space charges in the region further

in the gap. Thus, the positive space charges enhance the field strength near

tire cathode tip and augment coïona discharge which modifies the sharpless

of the cathode when tlie applied voltage reaches corona onset voltage. I\{ore-

over, in the above couditions the negative space charge modifies the field in

the highl¡' stressed region, causing a more even field distribution. The net

effect of the space charges on the breakdolvn strength is that it increases the

negative breakdown voltage. Under positive polarity, however, the popula_

tion of electrons is significant onlv in highly stressed regions. In these regions

tlre attachment cross section is small even for c- CaFs gas. Therefore, the

addition of c - caFs to a sF6 * Nz rnixture cannot afect the breakdown

characteristics of the mixture significantly.

The argument give' abo'e may appiy o'ly at pressures below the crit-

ical pressure and gaps with high nonuniformity factor, i.e. in the corona-

stabilized breakdown region. with the coaxiar cylinder gap used in this

experiment, the nonuniformity factor is small and the electrode used were

smooth and were conditioned by being subjected to some hundreds of sparkovers

before the experiment. In addition, the pressures used were above the criti-

cal range. Therefore the breakdown strengtir is not affected significantly by

increasing c - CaFs
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6.3 The effect of the ttsweepirtg actiont' on
breakdown voltage-time characteristics

As was shown in section 4.3.7,for IToSFa/air mixture, the steep-fronted im-

puise caused not only a 50% breakdown value about 10% lower than the

standard impulse and su'itching surge voltages, but also a significantly lorver

breakdown value than that obtained under a standard impulse in the time

interval from 300 to 600 ns at a pressure of 500 kPa. This phenomenon may

be of importance when tire gas rnixture used in this study is considered for

insulation of a power system apparatus which may, at times, be subjected

to fast rising overvoltages. While the anomalous phenomenorì was not ob-

served ín SF6f aft mixture with higher percentage of .9F6 (40%) in the same

eiectrode configuration, it appeared on the voit-tirne curve for pure Stri in

other steep-fronted impulse voltage measurements under positive polarity.

The anomalous breakdown rvas also observed in Naidu's experiment in a

I0%SF6l90%N2 mixture under a positive standard impulse at a pressure of

250 kPa [97]. It is ob'i'ious that factors controlling this phenomenoil are very

complica,ted and are not yet completely understood.

The qualitative explanation for the phenomenon is related to the so

calied "sweeping action", whicii explains the sweeping effect of the applied

electric field associated with different impulse voltage shapes on the electrons

or negative ions in the gap in question. Under slowly rising impulse voltages,

most electrons or negative ions are swept out of the critical region or out of
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the gap before the applied voltage reaches tire inception level, thus causilg

an increase of the statistical time lag and increasing the average breakdown

voltage. Under steeply rising impulses, the applied voltage rnay reach the in-

ception level before the electrolls are removed from the critical region, Ìeading

to a reduction of the average breakdown voltage.

The sweeping effect was first used to explain the decrease in the impulse

ratio for a small sphere-sphere gap in air u'ith increasing front steepness of

tlie impuise applied voltages [92]. RecentlS', Qiu [gB] reported low impulse

ratios for euclosed gaps under steep-fronted impulses. The reported differ-

ence between standard impulses and steep-fronted ones was even larger than

the earlier data reported by Meek. The "sweeping action" explanation is

also consistent with the observed decrease in scatter reported in Qiu's paper.

More recently, Nelson and others [94] indicated that the dielectric strength

of the gap in ^9Fo is consistently lower when subjected to a steep-risilg im-

pulse. They suggested tirat in the case of a steep rising impulse the initiatiol

process which depends on botir the size and the establisirment of the critical

initiation volume becomes very important. For the steep-rising impulse of

5/800 ns used in their investigation, the volume corresponding to the pulse

peak would be established almost imrnediately upon application of the pulse.

In this situation residual negative ions in the critical volume would undergo

coliisional detachment to supplement the electron population and would initi-

ate the breakdown. On the other hand, for a slower-rising pulse of 0.Bl1Ts0
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¡rs the critical volume was established gradually. In this case, the applied

impulse might act as a, sweeping voltage in a similar \Ma,y to the prestressed

sweeping field. This would deplete tlie critical volume of negative ions be-

fore the stress reaches a level sufficient to make the detachrnent coefficient

significant. In tiris way, initiation at a given time lag becomes less probable

unless large stresses are usecl.

The anomalous phenomenorl in ^9Fo at higher pressure and shorter tirne

rnight be pressure dependent, since it was not observed at pressures of 100

and 200 kPa. This rnay be related to the different spark formation for dif-

ferent pressures and the pressure dependance of negative ion mobility u'hich

is smaller for higher pressure. The phenonìenon might also be polarity de-

pendent. Under a negative impulse the negative ions are swept from the

high field region to the low field region. Since the critical layer is small com-

pared with the total ga,p length for a coaxial cylinder gap, even the fastest

rising voltage used in this experiment might still be able to s\¡/eep most of

the negative ions out of the high field region before coilisional detachment

becornes significant. Hence, the initiatory electrons will depend on the rate

of production of free electron iu the critical volume by other sources. It is
reasonable to assume the appearance of the first initiating electron produced

this way to be constant since the critical volume in the coaxial cylinder gap

used was quite large. Therefore, the breakdown time lag is mainly dependent

on the formative time lag which in turn is determined by the equal voltage-
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time criterion [95]. This explains the continuous rise of the negative impulse

breakdown voltage at shorter times to breakdown under present experimental

conditions.

To furtirer investigate this phenomenon in the other extreme of a S F6f N2

mixture, pure N2 gas was tested under otherwise the same experimental

conditions as those used for pure ,Sft. The results are included in frgures

6.3 and 6.4. In this case, with the negative ions absent, only free electrons

created by cosmic ray and other source are available. The free electrons rnight

play a similar role as negati'i'e ions in the "sweeping effect". Since an electron

moves faster than a negative ion and the forrnative time lags are shorter for

l/z than for ,9Fo [96], it is ea,sy to understand the iarger scatter of the data

as com.pared with ^9F6 under positive polarity and the continuous rise of the

breakdown voltages at shorter time to breakdolrn with small increasing rate

as shown in the figures.

Although several atternpts have been made, a quantitative explanation

of the phenomenon is not available at this stage. Volt-time characteristics of

,SFo and SF6lN2 for coaxial cylinder gaps under standard impulse voltages

were studied by Eteiba and Rizk in 1982 [70]. Based on the results of several

earlier investigations they attempted to calculate the volt-time characteristics

numerically taking into account the statistical nature of both the statistical

time lag and forrnative time lag. Although the values calculated by the

proposed method agree well with the experimental data, the method has little
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practical application since the pararneter zo , defined as the rate ofproduction

of free electrons per unit volume and time, can only be determinated from the

same set of experimental data. Later Boeck and Kindersberger [91] reported

that in case of a, coaxial cylinder arrangernent the value of no was almost

constant according to Dreger's results. However, the order of magnitude

difference for no that has to be assigned for the calculations in order to fit

the experirnental results casts sorne doubt on their conclusion.

Assuming no is a function of overvoltage ratio, Naidu and others [97]

calculated the volt-time characteristics for a ,9F6 * Nz mixture. Alihough

there was a good agreement between the experimental results and calculated

values, the method has a simiiar shortcoming since the functional relationship

between no and overvoltage ratio u¡as ur'ì.predictable.

Besides the difficulties mentioned above, their approach has another

drau'back r¡'hich is related to the assumption they used to calculate tire prob-

ability dp for the creation of an effective primary electron which would be

able to start a critical avalanche in the gas volumeu(t) and the differential

tirne interval dú. According to their definition the probabllity dp is given by

dp : no .I'-(t) . d.t : n"( [ p"d.u)dt
J u(t)

It is seen that from the aboveexpressions that for a given noar,d dt, dp could

be equal to or greater than unity i|\/-(t) is large enough. This is physically

impossible.

As mentioned in section 5.2, this approach to the problem also failed to
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establisir a firm relationship between the parameters B and 1/" and electrode

configurations. However, the drawback mentioned above is overcome by using

eqri.(5.28) in section 5.2 to compute dp. The uncertain relationship perhaps

indicates that either the parameters used in tl-re calcuiation are not constant

or factors other than the negative ions play a vital role in the breakdou'n

process of a gas dielectic.
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8.4 Conclusions and suggestions for further
research

The breakdolvn voltage characteristics for ^9Fo and ,SF6 mixtures with -Ày'2

C O, C 02 and dry air as bufler gases \¡¡ere studied both experimentaliy and

theoretically in a coaxial cylinder gap in tire pressure range from 100 to 600

kPa under dc and impulse voltages. The impulse voltages ranged from a

s"r'itcÌring surge impulse to a steep-fronted impulse with a front duration as

lou'as 0.2 p,s. Botir fuil and chopped waves were used in the experiment.

The investigation was focussed on the breakdown voltage-time characteris-

tics of the gas or gaseous mixtures under steep-fronted impulses chopped on

the wave-front with time to chop down to 100ns. The influence of adding

small amount of c - CaFs to the mixtures to form ternary mixtures was also

studied under the sarne experimental conditions. Theoretical treatment by

applying the strearner criterion was developed with some assumptions. The

experimental results were then compared witir the theoretical values.

To have a reliable measuring system for the steep-fronted impulse mea-

surement, the technique of using an analog compensating network to com-

pensate a resistor divider measuring system \¡/as proposed and developed.

Problems related to the steep-fronted impulse measuïements were examined

and solved.

From the discussion given in previous chapters the following conclusions

can be drawn:
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An analog circuit can be used for compensation of a resistor divider mea-

suring system for H.V. impulse measurernents. The measuring system can

be used for measuremeuts of boih full and chopped steep-fronted impuises.

The method is significant when a resistor divider with high resistance and

high voltage rating is desirable, since it has been proved tirat the method can

also be used to compensate a resistor divider without shieldiirg.

The study of impulse breakdor¡'n voltage-pressure characteristics showed

that the replacement of a smail amount of ^9Fo by 
" - Ce-Fs in mitures of ^9fl0

witlr one of tlie buffer gases such as l/2, CO2, CO, or dry air did not sig-

nificantly change the breakdown characteristics of the corresponding binary

mixture, unlike the characteristics for a highly non-uniform fie1d. The break-

down voltage-pressure characteristics for both .9Fe/1y'2 aird SF6lN2lc-CnF"

under negative standard impuises exhibited an apparent discontinuity at a

pressure of about 300 kPa. Although a ,9F6 mixture wlth CO as a buffer gas

has a slightly higher standard impulse breakdown strength than that with

l/z as abuffer gas, other properties oî. N2, especiallyits inertness, makeit the

preferred buffer gas for industrial applications. Since a coaxial cylinder gap

was found to be insensitive to a small replacement of .9Fo by 
" - CeFe and

the addition of c - C nFe could improve the insulation strength of the S F6l Nz

mixture in a non-uniform field, the addition of a c - CqFe to the SF6lNz

mixture is considered to be beneficial for surface roughness and particle-

contamination control in a coaxial cylinder electrode systern. However, the
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c - CqFe content should not exceed íYo so that the otlier properties of the

rnixture such as condensa,tion temperature do not deteriorate.

Tlie voltage-time characteristics study reveaied that there \Ã/ere anona-

lous breakdowns taking place u'hen a particular gas or gaseous mixture rvas

subjected to a steep-fronted impulse voltage under certain experimental con-

ditions. The phenomenoil. could be qualitatively explained by considering the

so called "sweeping action" on free electrons or negative ions in the gap. The

occurrence of the phenomenon depends on the nature of tlie gas or gaseous

mixture, the poiarity of the appiied impulse voltages and/or the gaseous

pressure.

Tlre breakdown voltages for ^9Fo mixtures with l/2, CO2 and dry air

in coaxial cylinder gaps can be calculated using the formula derived from

the streamer criterion. The agreement between the experimental results and

calculated vaiues is good for pressures up to 250 kPa. The agreement could

be improved if a niodified formula is used for tire calculation of breakdown

voltages at higher pressures. The breakdown strength of .9Fo or its mix-

tures with N2, COz and dry air in a coaxial cylinder gap was shown to be

determined, to a large extent, by the field intensity at the inner electrode

surface.

Many attempts ha,ve been rnade to formulate theoretically the voltage-

time characteristics including the one described in this thesis but it is not

possible at tiris stage since the parameters used in the calculation were from
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experimental results. Moreover, none of the published rnethods can establish

a firm relationship betrn'een the parameters used for the computation and the

experinr.ental conditions such as pressure or gaseous composition. Therefore,

it is considered that the main approach to obtain reliable data in this field

remains experimental and a breakthrough in the theoretical area is required

before reliable data can be obtained by calculation alone.

To make tlie calculation of voltage-time characteristics possible, funda-

mental research on the processes of nega.tive ion detachrnent is needed to

estimate quantitatively the detachment coefficient and to understand factors

affecting the detachment process.

As mentioned earlier, the anomalous breakdorvn seems to be controlled

by many factors. Therefore, tests of the gas or mixtures at higher pressures

than used in this experirnent are needed to obtain data for insulation co-

ordination at the higher pressures. Furthermore, the characteristics for the

mixtures uuder oscillating steep-fronted impulses still need to be studied.

Finally, the effect of replacement of a small portion of ^9Fo by 
" - CaF6 in

S F6lNz mixtures on the surface flashover characteristics under ac and dc

applied voltages should also be investigated. The investigation should focus

on long term effects after the system is subjected to sorne sparkovers.
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